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 On the acoustics of small partially open enclosures 

1 An introduction 

For a large class of technical artefacts, often several active and passive parts are enclosed 

by some structural casing. Such configurations can be found in, for example, manufac-

turing machines, white goods as well as in engine bays of passenger cars and trucks. 

More the rule then the exception, such units also constitute sources of sound. The 

sound generated by the active parts inside the casing partially couple to the exterior 

receiving field over the casing but above all, source and receiver are coupled at the ap-

ertures. For example, apertures are needed for air intake and outlet as well as for axle, 

pipe or cable passages. For appliances elevated some distance above the supporting 

structure, the bottom part of the casing is often completely open. A typical configura-

tion of such a unit is sketched in Figure 1. 

Although the characterisation of a source unit can be made experimentally on a proto-

type, the desire to shorten the lead time requires approaches for predictions. 

 

Figure 1: Simplified model of a machine configuration 

To predict the sound radiation from such artefacts, the field inside the enclosure and 

the radiation problem can be handled separately by using different analysis methods. 

The result of this separation leads to an acoustic sub-grid-model approach. To couple 

the field inside the enclosure to that in the adjacent fluid, the complete sound field at 

coupling interfaces must be known. For this it is necessary to model the airborne sound 
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field inside the casing. The airborne sound field inside a small, partially or densely 

equipped enclosure, however, is problematic to describe in a deterministic way. The 

field varies radically with frequency because of the fact that the wavelength is either 

bigger, in the same dimension or smaller than the characteristic dimension of the 

source unit. This means among other things that several models are required to ade-

quately handle the audible range. 

Internally the source units can have a very complicated geometry consisting of complex 

shaped installations and appliances acting whether active as sound sources and/or as 

passive influences on the sound field. The surfaces of the installations as well as of the 

casing provide different surface impedances. 

Further aggravating is that predictions are often requested already in the design stage, 

where the internal organisation and layout is not yet detailed. A numerical analysis, 

however, requires detailed information about the system under consideration, to obtain 

meaningful results. The results furnished by numerical methods can be to detailed to 

reveal the basic physical properties of the system and mask the insight into its salient 

physics. For these reasons precise numerical analyses establish no real alternative. 

Even if a numerical analysis is applicable, the requirements on exactness and complex-

ity of the model geometry rise with increasing frequency. Additionally, with increasing 

frequency the number of nodes grows rapidly and with that also the calculation times 

and the requirements on calculation power. These requirements limit the applicability 

of the numerical methods.  

The focus of the work presented is on developing approaches and methods for the 

analysis of the sound field inside small densely packed enclosures to complement the 

well known and widely used numerical methods. The work is featured by synthesis of 

existing knowledge supported by the presentation of novel approaches on different is-

sues related with the underlying sound propagation problem. The methods presented 

should satisfy the requirements of the engineering practice with regard to flexibility, 

modelling effort and calculation time. Thereby the work is not aimed at an all-

embracing and exact description of the complex system but rather at a collection of 

design guides and novel approaches applicable for the acoustic design. 

The fundament of the investigations will be a deep insight in the salient physics of the 

underlying problem. This insight will be gained by analysing simplified geometries with 
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well known analysis tools. Concomitant the known analysis tools are investigated for 

their applicability on the given problem. For a wide range of applicability, however, 

appropriate analysis tools are not yet available. For those applications novel ap-

proaches are presented, designed by using probabilistic descriptions of the geometry 

inside the enclosure. The use of probabilistic approaches appears rather promising, 

particularly with a view towards the requirements of the design stage, as stated above. 

In the context of the development of novel approaches the knowledge of the salient 

physics is regarded to be very important. It enables the identification of the essential 

influences on the sound field which will be necessary for designing the probabilistic 

approaches. 

The description of the sound field inside the enclosure is incomplete as long as the 

sound sources can not be included into the model. One possible scenario is that the 

characteristics of the sound source are available or at least determinable in a determi-

nistic way. For most of the sound sources, however, their characteristics can only be 

determined by measurements. The measurement results have to be adapted to the re-

quirements of the chosen sound field analysis tool. Hence, as part of the investigations, 

an approach is developed for determining a complete source description by using a 

weighted residuals method. Therein, the weighted residual method is extended for its 

applicability to complex shaped source geometries. 

In the last few years a lot of work is published on the sound field prediction particularly 

with regard to application in automotive engineering and noise control. Approaches for 

analysing the sound field inside enclosures are suggested in [1]. In this textbook is 

shown the calculation of the sound field inside simply shaped, empty enclosures. For 

more complicated geometries the author recommends the use of Finite Element Meth-

ods (FEM). The usability restrictions of numerical methods like the recommended 

FEM, however, were already discussed in the previous paragraphs. Because the adapta-

tion of FEM to the underlying problem is out of the scope of the work presented, no 

further publications on this method are discussed. 

Various attempts have been made on the performance prediction of sealed and leaky 

acoustic enclosures (or hoods) used to reduce the noise emanating from machinery. 

The earliest attempts are made by Jackson [2] and refined by Junger [3]. Both Jackson 

and Junger only model the problem of coupling between machine and enclosure wall in 
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terms of two vibrating plates coupled via an air gap. Ver [4] presents a comprehensive 

and general analysis of the insertion loss of the enclosure at low and high frequencies. 

At low frequencies he describes the system in terms of coupled masses and compli-

ances, whereas at high frequencies an energetic approach is used. At intermediate fre-

quencies his approach is limited to empty and rectangular shaped enclosures. Lam and 

Hodgson [5] suggest a numerical method describing the sound field inside a cavity 

based on the Helmholtz integral and test its applicability in experiments for rooms with 

some 10 m³ volume. Byrne et al. [6] design a machine-mounted enclosure, describe its 

performance analytically and test it by experiments. Two models are presented by Old-

ham and Hillarby [7], [8] predicting the performance of enclosures for low and for high 

frequencies separately. Also in this investigation, the intermediate frequency region 

was considered inadequate. If any solutions are presented, then the results are only 

valid for empty rectangular enclosures. All attempts are limited to one source only and 

are focussed on the coupling between the source (machine) and the enclosure to predict 

the acoustic performance (insertion loss) of the enclosure. 

The sound field inside an enclosure is experimentally investigated on simplified models 

of vehicle's passenger compartments by Gorman and Krylov [9]. Comparing different 

stages of simplification it is figured out a mode shift, possibly attributed to the increase 

in the effective length of the cavity due to the inserts. These results coincide with those 

found by Nefske et al. [10] using an FE model of the passenger compartment. The in-

fluence of enclosed equipment of rectangular shape can be calculated by the boundary 

perturbation theory described by Morse and Feshbach [11]. Smith et al. [12] validate the 

results experimentally. An approach for spherical inserts influencing the sound field is 

presented by Leung et al. [13]. Therein, a scattering approach is used for the approxi-

mation of the modal pattern. Also by Morse, Smith and Leung a resonance frequency 

shift is observed as result of volume exclusion and wave scattering. It is shown that this 

effect depends on the position of the inserted object. 

Much work is published on the statistical treatment of the sound field inside enclosures 

and merged in the textbook by Lyon [14]. In all these descriptions a statistical distribu-

tion of the acoustical energy is assumed. As mentioned by Hodgson [15] this can not be 

argued valid e.g. if the absorption inside the enclosure is not equally distributed. In the 

1950's Waterhouse [16], [17] published some papers on the efficiency of sound sources 

near reflecting walls. It is shown that interferences of the first order reflection can not 
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be neglected. This seems to be important especially for small enclosures where the 

sources likely are mounted close to the walls. 

As an alternative to the well known numerical methods, different statistical approaches 

have been presented for predicting the sound field in large fitted rooms like factory 

halls. By using the concepts of a random diffusion process Kuttruff [18], Lindqvist [19] 

and Le Pollès et al. [20] have developed mathematical models describing the expected 

density of sound particles. Counting the particles passing a certain spatial position at a 

given time, an equivalent to the energy density is found. Ondet and Barbry [21] sug-

gested a modified ray tracing approach. In this approach the probability density func-

tions of fittings in the room is modelled by means of walls of varying degrees of reflec-

tivity. Unfortunately, the approaches summarised are inappropriate for small enclo-

sures. This is so since the condition that the wavelength must be much smaller than the 

characteristic size of the reflecting objects is not fulfilled. Nevertheless, the results of 

those statistical approaches are promising examples for the applicability of probabilis-

tic approaches also for the intermediate frequency range. 

The acoustical sub-grid technique which combines the use of different analysis meth-

ods for different spatial domains of the sound propagation problem has been studied in 

structural dynamics where deterministic models have been successfully interfaced with 

probabilistic [22], [23]. It is expected that the findings can be transferred to the under-

lying air-borne sound propagation problem. 

All references discussed above, represent a solid fundament for the investigation pre-

sented in the following. For the investigation, the entire amount of work initially was 

subdivided in four separate work packages embracing the investigation of the salient 

physics of the sound field inside densely packed small enclosures and the development 

of extended or novel approaches for the sound field prediction. Accordingly, the results 

of each work package are presented in separate parts. The work packages are subdi-

vided as follows. 

Work Package One, concerns detailed investigations on the salient physics of the sound 

field inside small enclosures and provides the fundament for subsequent investigations. 

Therefore the complex geometry is simplified to those suitable with analytical methods. 

By using the analytical methods basic acoustical properties are extracted. Based on the 

analytical results theoretical models are developed to handle the low, intermediate and 
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high frequency region separately. The results of the analytical investigations will also be 

uses as a benchmark for further investigations and the assessment of the applicability 

of the novel approaches. In a second step, the analytical modelling is extended for the 

determination of influences of the enclosed equipment. Focus is on the influence of the 

installations to the modal pattern which mainly governs the physics at intermediate 

frequencies. The investigations will be complemented by the results of experiments for 

those issues not describable with the analytical methods. Thereby also the effect of in-

terferences in a multiple source configuration will be regarded. The validity of the re-

sults from the simplified modelling is checked by comparing the results with those 

measured on a real technical device. 

Starting from the validity and applicability limitations of the theoretical models devel-

oped in Work Package One, Work Package Two and Three concern approaches to over-

come these limitations. Major concern is given the intermediate frequency range where 

the size of the enclosure is of the same dimension as the wavelength. Therefore, in 

Work Package Two, two different probabilistic approaches are suggested for handling 

complicatedly filled domains in this frequency range. These approaches model either 

the installations or the free fluid space. In the first approach a probability density dis-

tribution is assumed including the number and size of the objects installed. Depending 

on the wavenumber, the main physical effects of the scatterers and their probability 

distribution are combined to get a simplified description of the field. In a second ap-

proach the free fluid space is modelled as set of coupled one dimensional wave guides. 

The results are discussed together with the standard deviation and compared with FEM 

results. 

Although in Work Package One, the Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) was found to be 

appropriate for analysing, the diffuse field assumption employed in SEA and in statisti-

cal room acoustics is violated for source positions close to boundaries or discontinuities 

as shown in Work Package One. Thus, in Work Package Three, an approach is sug-

gested to include the correction made by Waterhouse based on spherical Bessel func-

tions in SEA-predictions. With this modification the SEA-results will be augmented by 

a position dependence and an additional frequency dependence. For the sake of com-

pleteness the approach is extended and demonstrated for plate-like structures. The 

validity of the approach is confirmed by means of comparisons with analytical results 

from Work Package One. 
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The fourth work package concerns the sound sources. An investigation is presented of 

the reconstruction of sound field parameters close to the surface of arbitrarily shaped 

sound sources. This provides the insertion of the sound sources into the sound field 

prediction. The field is reconstructed using Nearfield Acoustical Holography (NAH) in 

spherical co-ordinates. Of particular interest are source shapes where the Rayleigh hy-

pothesis is violated. To overcome the limitation of the minimal sphere given by the va-

lidity restriction of the Rayleigh hypothesis, an algorithm is proposed for extracting 

local information from the non convergent NAH-solution. For the assessment of the 

results an appropriate virtual test rig is developed employing the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz-

Integral-Theorem. 

The separation of the work into work packages is mainly done to facilitate the findings 

of every sub task to be applied without reference and supplement of the other parts. 

This also provides the use of this work as a collection of design guides for the design 

engineer. Hence, the references are listed for each work package separately and over-

lapping of contents may occur. 
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Abstract: 

The sound propagation inside a small partially open enclosure densely packed with 

active and passive installations is difficult to describe. For predicting the sound 

propagation from sound sources inside to an interface coupling the field to the adja-

cent fluid, appropriately simplified models are developed. 

Emphasis is put on an analytical treatment to gain insight into the salient physics. 

Additional effects are included into the modelling to improve the validity of the predic-

tion.  

A lab rig model is developed for the assessment of the analytical approaches and for 

advanced investigations on the acoustic behaviour. Finally the reliability of the results 

is proven by comparison with those from dedicated experiments made on real techni-

cal devices. 
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1 Introduction 

The focus of the work done in this work package is on gaining insight into the salient 

physics of the sound propagation inside densely packed small enclosures with complex 

geometry. Those configurations can be found in a considerable class of applications in 

engineering practice. 

It is assumed a simplified configuration to have the same asymptotic behaviour as 

those, complex and fully equipped. It is expected, that the results of a modal expansion 

done for a simplified system reveal an asymptotic behaviour which will be found in a 

modified manner in any derived and rather complex configuration of the equipped en-

closure. Further it is assumed that the salient physics exposes an asymptotic behaviour 

which is similar in any system with similar geometries.  

Taking all these assumptions into account, the complex geometry of the system is ini-

tially simplified to those suitable for the investigations with analytical methods. The 

problem is reduced to an empty, hard walled enclosure of very simple shape. This 

means that all appliances inside the enclosure are removed and the complex wall im-

pedances are neglected. This concerns the apertures and the opening at the bottom side 

as main perturbations in particular. Subsequently, the modelling is extended for the 

determination of the influences of different wall impedances and of the installations 

enclosed. 

Finally a lab rig with geometry similar to those used for the analytical investigation is 

developed. The lab rig is used for complementing the findings of the analytical investi-

gations with those influences not predictable with analytical methods. Additionally, the 

lab rig is used for the verification of the analytical results. The validity of the results 

found with the simplified modelling and therewith the validity of the assumptions re-

garding the applicability of the modelling results on derived, more complex geometries 

is proven by comparing with those measured on a real technical device. 

In the following investigation the transfer impedance is chosen as an appropriate de-

scriptor for the sound field. The transfer impedance thereby describes the coupling 

from a source position to a receiver point. Hence, it can be used to determine the sound 

pressure and velocity pattern at the surface of the openings and therewith on the inter-
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face to the adjacent fluid. As the transfer impedances in two comparable systems are 

similar, the physics inside as well as the acoustic behaviour are assumed comparable. 

Thus, transfer impedances are also capable criterions for the assessment of the model-

ling. 
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2 Theoretical investigation 

2.1 Modal synthesis for a rectangular enclosure 

Firstly, the simple rectangular cavity as shown in Figure 1a) is investigated analytically. 

All walls are assumed rigid. The assumption of rigid walls can be argued valid at least 

for plates with a high mass per unit area with the exception of some narrow frequency 

bands at the first eigenfrequencies of the wall. For thin steel plates, however, the wall 

becomes flexible in abroad frequency range. 

 

Figure 1:  Investigated configurations of the enclosure. a) completely closed, b) bot-

tom side open, radiation to free field, c) open with modified radiation im-

pedance, d) partially open bottom side. 

The transfer impedance of this simplified geometry can be calculated by means of a 

modal synthesis. With all walls rigid, the mode shape of the empty rectangular enclo-

sure is simply given by e.g. [1.1] 

 cos cos cosyx z
N

x y

n yn x n z
l l

ππ π⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
Ψ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ zl

⎟ , (1)  

where the enclosure dimensions are ,  and  respectively. The eigenvalues are 

given by 

xl yl zl
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22 2
2 yx z
N

x y z

nn nk
l l l

ππ π⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

;      n N∈ . (2) 

The transfer impedance, defined as the ratio of pressure to volume velocity, can be cal-

culated from  

 
( ) ( )

2
N N

N N N N

S Rp cjk
q V k jg k

ρ Ψ Ψ
= 2k+ −∑ , (3) 

where ρ  is the density, V  is the volume and c  is the sound speed.  and S R  denote 

the source and receiver co-ordinates respectively. The losses inside the enclosure are 

included in the damping coefficient . Ng

 

Figure 2: Transfer impedance for closed (⎯) and opened (⋅⋅⋅⋅⋅) box and their ranges. 

The dashed lines indicate the approximation at low frequencies. The results 

are calculated for a box of 1.4 x 0.9 x 0.6 m³. Source and receiver are 

mounted in opposite corners. 

The solid curve in Figure 2 shows an example of the calculated impedance for the sim-

plified boundary conditions for a specific source and receiver position. 

To simulate a more general case encompassing arbitrary surface impedances at the side 

walls of the cavity, the modal approach has to be modified. Due to the complex wall 
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impedances the eigenvalues become complex. This leads to an adapted modal synthesis 

[1.2]. Assuming complex wall impedances for one wall, the now complex eigenvalues 

are given by 

 

22 2
2 yx z
N

x y z

nn gk
l l l

ππ π⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

;  n N∈ ;  g C∈  (4) 

and the modal function gets a complex component in z direction as well such that 

 cos cos coshyx z
N

x y

n yn x g z
l l

ππ π⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
Ψ = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜⎜ ⎟ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ zl

⎟ . (5) 

The modified transfer impedance therefore is 

 
( ) ( )

2 2
N N

N

S Rp cjk
q V k k

ρ Ψ Ψ
=

−∑
N

. (6) 

With the assumption that the damping of the system due to the complex impedance is 

much higher then the dissipation inside the enclosure initially contained in the value 

 in Eq. (3), the damping coefficient can be neglected. Ng

To satisfy the boundary condition at zz l=  the resulting complex eigenvalue problem 

can be described by [1.2] 

 ( ) 2tanh z
z

z

lg j
g
τπ
λ

⎛ ⎞
= ⎜

⎝ ⎠
⎟ , (7) 

wherein the wall impedance aZ  is introduced as the ratio 

 
a

c
Z
ρτ = . (8) 

The analytical solution of these equations is generally not an alternative. By application 

of a numerical routine the search for the eigenvalues can be simplified. In the numeri-
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cal routine both sides of equation (7) are equated for real and imaginary part sepa-

rately. In a second step the interception points between the resulting curves of the real 

and imaginary part are determined. The numerical routine developed for solving the 

problem performs a sequential eigenvalue search. Therefore the correct starting condi-

tion is needed. The starting condition, however, changes after an eigenvalue is found. 

The correct generation of the starting condition is essentially to ensure that all eigen-

values within a certain interval are found. The absence of some of the values will lead to 

serious errors in the impedance calculation. For the calculation process a visual cross-

check of the validity of the results is helpful and also feasible because of the fact that the 

number of needed eigenvalues is limited due to the limited frequency range of interest. 

The wall impedance aZ  of the open side of the box (see Figure 1b)) is given by its com-

plex radiation impedance. Whereas at low frequencies the velocity is constant over the 

whole aperture, at high frequency a modal pattern appears. The modal pattern can be 

handled only with difficulties. Therefore, as an approximation the open side wall im-

pedance aZ  is set to the radiation impedance rZ  seen by a baffled piston radiating into 

the free space [1.3]. 

The approximation neglects the modal pattern which appears above the first eigenfre-

quency and also adds a baffle. It is expected that both modification will limit the valid-

ity of the approach especially at low and intermediate frequencies. At low frequencies 

the baffle which does not exist in reality distorts the model. The influence of the baffle 

is shown in [1.3] by comparing the baffled and the flanged circular piston. There it is 

shown, that the error diminishes with increasing frequency. For high frequencies, 

where the modal pattern on the aperture comes into play, the radiation impedance of a 

piston converges to cρ . Therefore, the error resulting in neglecting the modal pattern 

is expected mainly in the frequency range where the first eigenfrequencies appear. 

As at first presented by Burnett [1.4] and also published in [1.3] the real and imaginary 

parts of the radiation impedance of a piston r r rZ Z jZ′ ′′= +  with the side length ratio 

b aβ =  is given by 
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( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
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2
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a
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and 
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( ) ( ) ( )

2 2
2

2 sin 1 1 cos 1

1 21 sin sin ,

r

b
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c ka
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β β
ρ πβ

β β
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′′ ⎡= + − +⎢⎣

⎤⎛ ⎞
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 (10) 

with the integral expressions 

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
2

1
2

, 1 cos

1 1 cos

aI ka x xka dx

x xka dx

β β

β

β β

β

β β β

β β

+

+

= − ⋅ +
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∫

∫
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and 

 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1
2

1
2

, 1 sin

1 1 sin

bI ka x xka dx

x xka dx

β β

β

β β

β

β β β

β β

+

+

= − ⋅ +

β− ⋅

∫

∫
 (12) 

which can be calculated numerically. For the open bottom side of the enclosure given 

by  and  the side length ratio is 1.4xa l= = 0.9yb l= = 0.65β = . The resulting transfer 

impedance is shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Real and imaginary part of the radiation impedance r r rZ Z jZ′ ′′= +  of a baf-

fled rectangular piston normalised to 0Z cρ= . 

Using these results the transfer impedance for the described configuration is depicted 

as dotted line in Figure 2. Comparing the completely rigid and the open case it is seen 

that essentially only the quasi-static range is affected from including the complex wall 

impedance aZ  into the model. The transfer impedance now exhibits a mass controlled 

behaviour. The eigenfrequencies become more damped, which confirms the assump-

tion of additional damping due to the opening made for the damping inside the system. 

Due to the degeneration of the wave components perpendicular to the opening only a 

subset of modes remains. 

2.2 Modelling inserts 

The next step is to extend the modelling of the simplified empty enclosure by inserting 

installations. The installations, however, have to be simplified to ensure an analytical 

handling of the problem. Therefore, for the following investigations it is assumed, that 

the auxiliaries inside the enclosure can be taken to be rigid bodies. Their shape is re-

stricted to be rectangular. According to [1.5] a volumetric and a scattering effect are 

expected due to the presence of such bodies in the sound field. It is expected that both 

effects perturb the modal pattern and shift the resonance frequencies. 
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Figure 4: Underlying four-pole-problems for two coupled rooms with the coupling 

points 1…m. , , , , , ,  and  become m-row-vectors, 

whereas  and  become m-times-m-matrices, with m as the number 

of coupling points. 

2p 3p 2q 3q 12Z 21Z 34Z 43Z

22Z 33Z

By neglecting the volume and assuming rigid bodies of two-dimensional extent and a 

size at least at dimensions close to that of the wavelength, the inserts can be considered 

in a way, that they subdivide the cavity inside the enclosure into coupled subcavities. 

With these assumptions the shift of the resonance frequencies can be investigated. 

The modal solution in each subcavity can be handled with the same analytical approach 

as described in Eq. (3) and (6). With an appropriate coupling condition at the interface 

between the subcavities, the transfer impedance for an arbitrary source and receiver 

position can be calculated. The coupling conditions at the interface are continuity in 

acoustic pressure and velocity. Both acoustical field variables are distributed over the 

interface area. To solve this problem the area has to be discretised. By discretising the 

interface and assuming a number of coupling points all impedances  and  of 

the underlying four-pole-problem become matrices as depicted in Figure 4. For the left 

subcavity the four-pole-equation is given by 

mnZ mmZ

  (13) 
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞

=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜
⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

1 11 12

2 21 22

p Z Z q
p Z Z q ⎟

1

2
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and for the right subcavity with the indices 3 and 4 respectively. Therefore the coupling 

conditions at the interface area are =2p p3 and = −2q q3 . Solving this set of equations 

and summing up all paths given in matrix  the transfer impedance between source 

and receiver position can be determined from 

41Z

 ( 14
43 21 22 33

p
q

)
1

−= = ⋅ ⋅ +41Z Z Z Z Z . (14) 

For modelling a simply shaped, multi-dimensionally extended insert with a volume, a 

model of three coupled rooms can be used. Belonging to Figure 5, the transfer imped-

ance from source position 1 to receiver position 6 can be calculated as 

 ( ) 16
65 34 21H H

p
q

−

1

⎡ ⎤= ⋅ −⎣ ⎦Z I Z Z Z Z  (15) 

with 

 ( ) ( )1
55 44 34 33 22H

1− −= + +Z Z Z Z Z Z  (16) 

and I  the unity matrix. 

 

Figure 5: More-dimensional case of three coupled rooms. Some examples of the veloc-

ity-, pressure- and impedance-matrices are depicted. The marked range 

can be seen as an insert. 
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With Eq. (13) to (16) the sound field inside an enclosure can be investigated for differ-

ent arrangements of inserts. In Figure 6 the result is depicted for a thin partition wall 

mounted at the centre of the widest box dimension and closing two-thirds of the cross 

sectional area. Comparing this result with those calculated for the empty box, the ex-

pected influence on the eigenmodes can be seen. The frequencies of the resonances are 

shifted downwards. Additional resonances appear and the modal density rises. The 

wavelength of the now downwards shifted, first eigenmode can be interpreted as the 

extension of the direct path between the parallel side walls of the enclosure due to the 

inserted partition wall. The additional resonances are generated between the enclosure 

walls and the newly inserted parallel wall. 

In Figure 7 the position of the partition wall is varied along the x-axis within the first 

half of the box. As one can see, the spatial dependence of the resonance frequency shift 

of the perturbed first eigenmode follows a sinusoidal behaviour. This curve for the first 

eigenfrequency in x-direction is consistent with the results presented in [1.5] for a thin 

disk inside a rectangular box. Just as in [1.5], the effect of the inserted 2-D hindrance 

results only in a downward shift of the resonance frequencies. 

 

Figure 6: Transfer impedance measured inside the closed box; empty case (---) and 

with a partition wall mounted at the centre of the box closing two-thirds of 

the cross-section (⎯). The coupling interface between the two sub-cavities 

is discretized with 32 coupling points. 
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Figure 7: Shift of the resonance frequency for the first mode in x-direction due to a 

partition wall. 

The results in [1.5] for three-dimensional extended spherical inserts show an increase 

of the resonance frequencies if the insert is placed close to an enclosure wall. For this 

case the modal density remains unaffected. In contrast to these results an increased 

number of eigenmodes can be seen in Figure 6. It is easily comprehensible that differ-

ent sets of eigenfrequencies are generated due to the different shapes of the inserts. 

It is obvious, that the knowledge about influence of the installations on the sound field 

inside the enclosure is essential for further investigations on alternative probabilistic 

approaches presented in Work Package Two. Hence, in the following the underlying 

physics should be investigated more detailed. 

Figure 8a) and b) explain the influence of a hindrance on the modal pattern. In these 

plots the modal pattern for the second eigenmode in x-direction is shown. Strictly spo-

ken, the system gets a completely new modal pattern due to the inserted hindrance. 

Nevertheless, as a simplification will be proposed assuming that only one wave compo-

nent is influenced. By inserting a hindrance at an arbitrary position, the distance be-
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tween two parallel side walls becomes longer and the first eigenmodes are shifted 

downwards in frequency Figure 8a).  

 

 

Figure 8: Variation in the modal pattern of the second mode in x-direction due to the 

influence of a partition. a) Modal pattern deformed and propagated in the 

longest sub-cavity dimension. b) Sound field unaffected. 
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For the special case where the hindrance is positioned at a velocity minimum, the mo-

dal pattern remains unaffected Figure 8b). Although there is no exact analytical de-

scription of the influence of partitioning the cavity, the resonance frequencies of the 

first eigenmodes can be approximated by measuring the free distance between two re-

flecting walls trough the system of sub-cavities flanked by the inserted objects. 

Important for the propagation direction of the waves establishing the modal pattern is 

the relation between longitudinal and transversal dimension of the sub-cavity as can be 

seen by comparing the left and right side in Figure 8a). This insight has a bearing on a 

simplified analysis of an acoustical system introduced in the following paragraphs but 

especially on the probabilistic approaches presented in Work Package Two. It is obvi-

ous, that the modal pattern depicted in Figure 8a) suggests a possibility to model the 

sound field as system of coupled wave guides. 

2.3 Simplifying the model 

It is fundamental, that for analysing an acoustical system the ratio between wavelength 

and physical dimension of the structure is of particular importance and was also dem-

onstrated by the results and findings of the previous analytical investigations. As the 

acoustical behaviour of the system changes with increasing frequency, the methods for 

analysing the physics become different. Although doable, the modal synthesis rapidly 

becomes time-consuming as the bandwidth of interest grows. For an effective and less 

time consuming calculation it can be necessary to subdivide the frequency range of in-

terest and use the most appropriate analysis tool in each range. This is obvious, because 

the results of the modal analysis are not condensed enough to generate only the asymp-

totic behaviour. In the next paragraphs appropriate analysis tools for each frequency 

range will be suggested and investigated for their applicability. It may be necessary to 

simplify the system under consideration with regard to the used tool. For instance it 

can be helpful to neglect parts of the geometry which have no influence due to their 

ratio of size to wavelength. 

Upon considering the curves in Figure 2, three different frequency regions in the calcu-

lated results are distinguished. These three frequency regions and their relating domi-

nant physical behaviour are: 
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• Low frequencies – quasi-static behaviour 

• Intermediate frequencies – modal behaviour 

• High frequencies – statistical behaviour 

Subsequently, models for each of the frequency regions are studied. 

I. The lumped system 

At low frequencies, the system behaves quasi-statically like a spring for the closed box 

and as a mass for the open box. In this region, a modal pattern for the sound field does 

not appear. The calculation of this simple lumped system will be easy because their 

main parameters of influence are the stiffness of the free volume and a mass plug 

formed at the openings. The lumped system is independent of the shape of the free 

fluid volume and therewith also of the configuration of the inserts inside the enclosure. 

For a closed box the transfer impedance can be calculated by using the stiffness of the 

free fluid volume V  inside the enclosure 

 
2p cZ

q j V
ρ
ω

= = . (17) 

If the box is partially open and the opening is wide enough, the mass like behaviour 

becomes predominant. The mass is simply given by the air plug at the opening. For 

such a mass-controlled system the transfer impedance is readily given by 

 
p j mZ
q S

ω ′′
= =  (18) 

wherein  is the area of the opening and the mass per unit area S

 m l ρ′′ = ∆ ⋅  (19) 

is approximated by the end correction term for a rectangular opening given in [1.3] 
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 (20) 

with  and  being the dimensions of the box and xl yl

 1x yl lβ = ≤ . (21) 

The resulting curves for a closed rectangular box and those with one side open are 

shown as dashed lines in Figure 2. 

II. The modal range 

The second range comprises the first few, distinct eigenfrequencies. In this region, the 

sound field is more complicated in nature. A detailed modal analysis seems to be neces-

sary. Unfortunately, the applicability of the modal analysis is limited to simple shapes. 

Another possible way to investigate the system in the modal range is realized by the 

Finite Element Method with all the restrictions as stated previously. 

In the modal range no asymptotic behaviour is identifiable. However, an average curve 

in conjunction with an uncertainty may be predicted. It is thus evident that an analysis 

tool is desirable, which essentially focuses on the salient physics. Those approaches are 

presented in Work Package Two.  

III. The statistical range 

At high frequencies, the field is increasingly diffuse in nature. With this it is evident to 

apply a statistical description of the field. Such a statistical method can be the Statisti-

cal Energy Analysis (SEA).  

If the modal density is high enough, a crude SEA model leads to the required asymp-

totic behaviour for the transfer impedance. In this frequency range the sound field is 

mainly influenced by the absorption inside the enclosure as well as the coupling and 

therefore the energy losses to the environment. For the simplest case of a partially open 

box the SEA model consists of one room with dissipation. The energy inside the cavity 

is given by [1.6] 
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 inP Eωη=  (22) 

wherein  is the imparted power, inP η  is the dissipation loss factor and E  the energy 

inside. For a cavity, the dissipative loss depends on the absorption and the volume V . 

The absorption is composed of two parts. The first part is the equivalent absorbing sur-

face wS α , with the wall surface of the enclosure  and its mean absorption coefficient wS

α . The second is the absorption of the openings. Owing to the fact, that the modal den-

sity outside the enclosure becomes infinite, the openings of the box can be assumed as 

total absorbing surface  with openS 1α = . With this the dissipative loss inside the cavity 

is in the form 

 
( )

4
w openc S S
V
α

η
ω

+
= . (23) 

For calculating the transfer impedance as a descriptor of the sound field inside the en-

closure, the ratio of sound pressure  to volume velocity  is needed. The relation 

between energy and sound pressure in a cavity is given by 

p q

 
2

2

p VE
cρ

= . (24) 

A monopole source with the radius  is assumed as source for the injected power. With 

a velocity  at its surface, the imparted power [1.7] is given by 

a

av

 
2 2

2 2
2 22

1in a
k aP a v c
k a

π ρ=
+

. (25) 

Combining these formulae and inserting the volume velocity of the source as , 

the transfer impedance can be written as 

2q vaπ=

 
( )

2 2

2 2

8
1w open

p c kZ
q a k aA S

ρ
π π α

= = ⋅
++
a

. (26) 
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For high wave numbers when  becomes very large, the transfer impedance reaches a 

plateau governed by 

ka

 ( )
8

k
w open

cZ
a A S

ρ
π π α→∞ = +

. (27) 

In Figure 9 the SEA result for the transfer impedance is compared with those from the 

modal analysis. The mean absorption coefficient of the walls is assumed to be 0.1 analo-

gous to investigations presented in [1.8]. It can be seen that the SEA model reveals the 

"spine" of the transfer impedance. The results are calculated by assuming a volume 

velocity source with a surface of 57 mm² which corresponds to the sound source used 

for the subsequent experiments. Therewith the radius  is assumed as 4.2 mm. a

 

Figure 9: Transfer impedance for a box with one side open calculated by a modal 

analysis (---), a simple SEA model (⋅− −) and a SEA model modified with the 

influence of the first order reflections of the side walls at source and re-

ceiver position (⎯). 

⋅

At a frequency of 1 kHz a deviation is observable as dip in the analytically calculated 

result. By using the results published in the paper by Waterhouse [1.9], [1.10] this de-

viation is identified as a result interference effects. The interferences are generated by 

the first order reflections of the exposed side walls at the source and the receiver posi-

tion. Sound waves incident on an a reflecting surface produce an interference pattern, 

also if they strike the boundary at all angles of incidence of random angle distribution 

and random phase. An approach for including this effect into the model presented in 
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Work Package Three. As anticipation the results of this approach are presented in 

Figure 9, too. Because of the fact that source and receiver are positioned at similar dis-

tances to the side walls only one dip is visible. 

Another effect to be considered with regard to the assessment of the results is the over-

estimation of the efficiency of the absorbers due to the unequal spatial distribution of 

the absorbing surfaces [1.11]. 

Finally, a rough estimation of the boundaries between the three frequency ranges is 

defined to limit the ranges of validity of the suggested analysis tools. The boundaries 

between the three ranges can be defined as: 

1. One octave below the first eigenfrequency for the limit between quasi-static and 

modal ranges. 

2. For the limit between modal and statistical ranges, when the modal overlap fac-

tor exceeds unity, i.e., 1γ ≥ , where 
2
f
f

π ηγ =
∂

, with η  as the loss factor and 

f∂  as the modal spacing. 

With the asymptotic and generic assumptions presented above, it is revealed, that a 

detailed and time consuming analysis of a complex system can be avoided and suffi-

cient results can be obtained with limited effort. Crucial is the selection of the appro-

priate analysis tool. Furthermore, it is shown that the acoustic transmission inside the 

enclosure can be calculated effectively by employing and combining different analysis 

methods which is conform to the idea of acoustic sub-grid modelling. 

The results of the analyses contain information about the salient physics of the system 

rather than a detailed numerical method. For a refinement of the results additional 

effects can be added for each region separately. 

2.4 Velocity at the interface 

For the sake of completeness of the investigations a short excursion is presented for 

describing the sound field at the interface to adjacent fluid space by using the transfer 

impedance.  By assuming sound sources  inside the enclosure (see Figure 10) the 1...S Si
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velocity distributions  at the interfaces can be determined by using Green´s func-

tions. 

1... rv v

Each source therewith is defined by its surface sound pressure distributions and a cor-

responding surface velocity distribution. Using all sound pressure distributions 1p  to 

np  and all velocity distributions  to  at the surfaces  to  of the sources  to 

 the velocities  to  at certain points at the interface can be calculated as 

1v nv 1S nS 1S

iS 1v rv

 
1

nS
r

n nS
Sr

v Gp j v G dS
Z n

ωρ∂⎡ ⎤= ⋅ +⎢ ⎥∂⎣ ⎦
∑∫  (28) 

where rZ  is the impedance seen at the point  on the interface. r

 

Figure 10: Sound propagation inside the enclosure from different sources to the inter-

face 

Moreover, imposing the condition that all sources can be expanded in term of spheri-

call harmonics, a multipole synthesis technique [1.12] becomes applicable. An approach 

for decomposing complex shaped sound sources into multipoles of different order is 

presented in a subsequent work package. A corresponding modelling is schematically 

illustrated in Figure 11 where  represent the multipole terms for the i-th sound 

source. By only using monopoles, a similar scheme is developed and shown to be appli-

cable in [1.13]. The summation of all terms weighted with the corresponding transfer 

impedance 

i
mnY

ir
mnZ , determined from the frequency dependent modelling straightfor-

wardly leads to the velocity distribution at the interface as 
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 ir i
r mnv Z Y= mn∑ . (29) 

The multipole approach is applicable as long as the source behaves as an ideal velocity 

source. In reality, however, sources have finite source impedances. Additionally the 

source impedance will normally depend on the surface co-ordinate. For sources ex-

tended in space, therefore, the surface impedance has to be considered. For determin-

ing the surface impedance, sound pressure and velocity on the source surface are re-

quired. For solving this problem, the multipole approach presented in Work Package 

Four is extended for approximately determining the complete sound field on or at least 

close to the sound surface also for complex shaped sound sources. 

 

Figure 11: Approximating the sources as multipoles 
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3 Experimental investigation 

3.1 Lab rig design 

In the following the simplified results will be assessed by comparing with those from 

dedicated experiments. The most important aim of the experimental investigations is to 

prove the applicability of the simplified analytical results. Therefore, transfer imped-

ances are measured between a source and receiver position inside a model-enclosure.  

Additional to the assessment of the simplified modelling results, effects and influences 

are investigated experimentally which can not be described with the analytical model. 

All analytical models presented elsewhere in this study only include one single sound 

source. The real system, however, mostly consist of different sound sources, which can 

be either correlated or uncorrelated. Interference effects are expected if the sound 

sources are correlated. Beside this, those effects are expected to be frequency depend-

ent and should be analysed in the presence of scattering objects. 

In another experiment, the influence of the radiation impedance at the interfaces and 

its interaction with the adjacent air spaces should be investigated. An estimate of sig-

nificance of those influences will be necessary for the design of novel approaches. 

 

Figure 12: Lab rig design of the rectangular box elevated above the floor and with the 

attached panel. 
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The design of the experiment is derived from the simplified model used for the theo-

retical treatment. Therein the configuration was initially simplified to a rectangular box 

with rigid walls and one side open. Also for the experiments, a lab rig similar to the 

sketches shown in Figure 1 is designed. The dimensions of the box are also 1.4 x 0.9 x 

0.6 m³. These dimensions are comparable with those of technical devices like the en-

gine compartment of passenger cars or of white goods. As assumed, one side can be 

open. All walls are made of 20 mm chip-board except the top cover which is made of 20 

mm Perspex. With the exception of some narrow frequency bands at the first few eigen-

frequencies of the plates, the walls can be regarded as rigid in a wide frequency range. 

In contrast to the model, most of the systems in reality are enclosed by steel plates. At 

least at low and intermediate frequencies the impedances of such plates and the en-

closed air volume are in the same order of magnitude so that a strong coupling between 

the fields of the enclosure and in the air may occur. This has to be considered for the 

assessment of the model validity.   

 

Figure 13: Design of volume velocity source. The orifice diamet mmand a 

microphone distanc

er =

e

 12d

 32x mm allows applicability up to 3 kH∆ = z. 

Shown in Figure 1 are the different possible configurations of the experimental set-up, 

all walls rigid (a), one complex wall impedance due to a removed wall (b) and modified 

complex wall impedance (c) and (d). For simulating different radiation impedances at 

the open side, the lab rig can be elevated at various distances above a concrete floor. 

Additionally a 4 m² chip-board panel can be attached to simulate a semi opened bot-

tom side of a machine or the car floor panel of a passenger car. The lab rig design is 

depicted in Figure 12. 
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Figure 14: Volume velocity source installed close to a corner of the rectangular box. 

Two 1/8 inch microphones are used for determining the source strength. 

Whereas a microphone simply can be used as receiver, the design of the volume velocity 

sound source is more complicated and requires a more detailed description. The orifice 

at one end of a flexible tube can be seen as a point source as long as the diameter of the 

orifice is much smaller than the wavelength. The volume flow in the tube is driven by a 

boxed loudspeaker assembled at the other end of the tube as sketched in Figure 13. The 

volume velocity at the orifice is determined indirectly by measuring the sound pressure 

difference inside the tube close to the orifice. From the sound pressure 1Micp  and 2Micp  

measured at the microphones spaced by x∆ , the volume velocity then is calculated as 

 2 2

4
2Mic Micp pq d

j x
π

ωρ
−

=
⋅∆

. (30) 

With the distance between the two measurement positions for the pressure difference 

measurement another upper frequency limit is given. The configuration of the sound 

source is shown on Figure 14. 

3.2 Transfer impedance measurement 

In the first investigations the transfer impedance between a source at the position 

Sx =0.1 m, 0.1 m, 0.5 m and receiver at the position Sy = Sz = Rx = 1.35 m, 0.1 m, 

0.5 m inside the enclosure is measured. 

Ry =

Rz =
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Figure 15: Measured (⎯) and calculated (---) transfer impedance with all walls rigid. 

 

 

Figure 16: Measured (⎯) and calculated (---) transfer impedance with one wall re-

moved (complex wall impedance). 

As can be seen in Figure 15 and Figure 16, the experimental results follow the theoreti-

cal trends for the rigid boundary condition as well as for the case with one side fully 

open. It should be mentioned, that the calculated curve is limited at high frequencies 

due to calculation effort. For the open case there is a deviation between measured and 

calculated results at low frequencies around 80 Hz close to the first resonance. Taken 

into account that a baffled piston was assumed for the calculation of the radiation im-

pedance at the opening, the difference can be explained. The validity limitations of the 

chosen approximation for the radiation impedance are explained previously. At 80 Hz 

the first eigenfrequency appears and the radiation impedance changes from those of a 
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piston to those of a field exited radiator. Nevertheless, at high frequencies the imped-

ances of both cases reach the same asymptote. The error due to the approximation of 

the wall impedance seems to become secondary. 

 

Figure 17: Transfer impedance with different air gaps. (---) 5 cm gap between open 

box and floor, (⎯) 25 cm gap between open box and floor, (⋅⋅⋅) open box 

without floor. Accuracy of the measured results is limited due to the limita-

tions of the volume velocity source. 

 

Figure 18: Partition wall inside the enclosure. 
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The significance of the radiation impedance into the adjacent air spaces for the sound 

field in the system under consideration is shown in Figure 17. For these investigations, 

additionally a 4 m² chip-board panel is mounted to the enclosure as shown in Figure 

1d). It approximates the more general case of a semi-open bottom side and should in-

fluence the radiation impedance. In Figure 17 it is illustrated the configuration of the 

free field case without panel as reference, and the gap cases with additional panel. It is 

observed that beyond a certain height (say 25 cm) of the air gap there is a negligible 

influence on the radiation impedance of the opening and therefore an insignificant dif-

ference to a case with a free field. Also the influence of the attached panel on the radia-

tion impedance is seen to be negligible which confirms the assumption made for the 

approximation of the radiation impedance in the theoretical model. Therein the radia-

tion impedance was assumed to be that of a baffled rectangular piston, even though 

there is no baffle. The approximation therewith is proven to be valid. 

 

Figure 19: Transfer impedance for a closed enclosure with a partition wall (⎯) com-

pared with the calculated results for the cases with (---) and without (⋅⋅⋅) 

partition wall. 

For validating the calculated influence of the inserts, the coupled room problem is 

simulated by inserting a chip-board partition wall in the completely closed enclosure as 

depicted inFigure 18. The measured transfer impedance for a source position in one 

sub-room and a receiver position in the other sub-room is shown in Figure 19. Compar-

ing the results for the empty and partitioned condition, the same trend can be observed 

as in the calculated results. The first eigenfrequencies are shifted downwards in fre-

quency. Although all characteristics of the curves are the same, the resonances and 
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anti-resonances differ slightly from those calculated. The reason for this deviation is 

mainly founded in the finite number of coupling points on the interface between the 

sub-rooms and probably also in the calculation accuracy in the matrix inversion in Eq. 

(13) to (16). 

3.3 Correlation between sources 

In general, there will be several sound sources inside the enclosure. For equipped en-

closures, the influence of different sound sources, however, can not be investigated 

analytically. The sources can be either correlated or uncorrelated. For correlated 

sources their phase relations as well as their positions in the cavity have a frequency 

dependent influence on the resulting sound field and therefore also on the velocity dis-

tribution at the interface to the exterior. At least at low frequencies where the dimen-

sions of the system under consideration are comparable with the wavelength in air, 

spatial modulation effects become important. Due to the fact that scattering makes the 

sound field more diffuse, it is also expected, that there is dependence between the effect 

of correlation and scattering power e.g. the number of scattering objects in the sound 

field. This dependence should vary with frequency. 

 

Figure 20: Lab rig design correlation measurement. Box is filled with scattering ob-

jects. 
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To examine these effects the lab rig design is modified in a way that three point sources 

were installed inside the closed box. The sources can be driven either with correlated or 

with uncorrelated noise signals. The recording of sound pressure levels at five random 

microphone positions is done for two different configurations of the cavity; the first 

with a dense package of additionally inserted scatterers and the second without scatter-

ing objects. The results for both configurations are compared. Several chip-board and 

Perspex parallelepipeds of different sizes are used as scattering objects. The set up of 

the experiment is shown in Figure 20. 

To find an appropriate criterion for the assessment of the results, the difference is cal-

culated between a fictitious analytical value obtained by summing all sources energeti-

cally and the measured values. Thus, this difference constitutes a quantitative measure 

of the diffusivity. The lesser the difference, the more diffuse is the field and the lesser is 

the influence of the correlation between the sources. 

 

Figure 21: Spatially averaged error level due to correlation for three different sound 

sources (bold⎯) correlated with scattering, (bold---) correlated without 

scattering, (thin⎯) uncorrelated with scattering, (thin---) uncorrelated 

without scattering. 

The result averaged over the five microphone position is plotted in Figure 21. From the 

figure it is seen that the deviation is close to zero for the uncorrelated case, independent 

of the amount of scattering objects, which means that the sound field is increasingly 

diffuse. As expected, the influence of correlation between different sources is marked, 

particularly at low frequencies. Because of the small number of receiver points the de-

viation is highly frequency dependent and exceeds in some 1/3-octave bands the 3 dB 
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difference. For a higher number of microphone positions it is expected that the results 

are smoother. At 1 kHz the wavelength is of the order of the dimensions of the scatter-

ing objects. Above this limit, the expected trend is recognisable. The influence of corre-

lation between the sources is slightly reduced by the scattering. In most of the 1/3-

octave bands, the deviation is lower with scattering objects than without. However, the 

significant result of this investigation is that the correlation between different source 

has to be taken into account at least as long as the wavelength is big compared with the 

geometrical dimensions.  

3.4 Validity of the asymptotic results 

All the described investigations assume a simplified model of the system under consid-

eration. In reality machines and devices consist of complex structures, densely packed 

cavities and having complex surface impedances on the casing as well as on the installa-

tions. In the following the transfer impedances of an ordinary device is determined. As 

an example, the transfer impedances inside the engine compartment of various passen-

ger cars are measured. For these measurements the same equipment as described pre-

viously for the lab rig experiments was used. A typical experimental set up is show in 

Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22: Experimental set up for measuring a transfer impedance inside an engine 

compartment. The volume velocity source is marked black; the receiver mi-

crophone is marked white. 
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Figure 23: Measured transfer impedances of different engine compartments. 

In Figure 23 a selection of measurement results is shown. Although the cars considered 

are different in dimensions and had different levels of packing density, there is no sig-

nificant difference in transfer impedances recorded for similar source and receiver 

points in every car. The determination of the exact source and receiver position is prob-

lematic because of the complicated geometry of the system. Thus, the positions are as-

sumed close to opposite corner locations to be comparable with the configurations for 

the theoretical and the lab rig investigations. 

Compared with the calculated results (e.g. the dotted line in Figure 2 where the model 

has similar dimensions) the curves exhibit the same trends and the same distinct fre-

quency ranges. As expected, the mass/spring, the modal and the statistical ranges can 

be distinguished. However the significance of the resonance frequencies in the modal 

range is lost due to the finite surface impedances, the damping effects and the scatter-

ing of the densely packed auxiliaries. The undulate curve especially at low frequencies 

is expected to result mainly from the frequency dependence of the surface impedances. 

Also at intermediate and high frequencies the influence of the surface impedances 

seems to be more significant than the modal structure. The modal density, however, is 

raised so that the distinct eigenfrequencies disappear. 

Nevertheless, the comparison of the calculated results with those of the measurement 

example demonstrates the applicability of theoretical considerations. It shows that the 

salient physics of a small enclosure can be extracted with the methods suggested from 

the theoretical investigations developed for a simplified model approach. 
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4 Concluding Remarks 

In Work Package One tools are presented which enable approximate characterisation of 

technical artefacts consisting of a small partially open enclosure densely packed with 

complicated shaped installations. 

It is shown that depending on the relation between wavelength and the geometrical 

dimension, different tools have to be applied to reduce the calculation effort. Three 

main sub-ranges can be distinguished. For low frequencies where all dimensions are 

smaller than the wavelength, a lumped system description can be employed. This 

means the system can be analysed by dividing it in mass and spring components. For 

intermediate frequencies where the first distinct eigenfrequencies appear, a modal 

analysis can be established based on the major dimensions of the cavity. This approach, 

however, is limited to simple geometries. That poses the necessity for alternative ap-

proaches handling systems with complicated geometries. At high frequencies, where 

the modal density is high, the system characteristics can be obtained from statistical 

energy models augmented by the influence of the interferences from first order reflec-

tions. 

For units with partially open walls, the influence of the radiation impedance at the in-

terfaces to the adjacent fluid space is found to be of subordinate relevance for the sound 

field inside the enclosure. 

The interior objects sub-divide the enclosed volume into sub-cavities which can be han-

dled as coupled rooms. This mainly affects the first eigenfrequencies which are shifted 

due to changes in the propagation path of the standing waves. This sub-division of the 

free fluid space into coupled rooms provides the basis for a novel approach presented in 

the following work package. 

The influence of correlation between different sound sources inside cannot be ne-

glected. At high frequencies, however, the effect is found to be reduced owing to scat-

tering. For statistical descriptions of the sound field at high frequencies influences due 

to reflections at the boundaries are found to be significant. These effects are investi-

gated in more detail in Work Package Three. 
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Comparisons made with measurement results from full-scale automotive engine com-

partments indicate the wide-ranging applicability of the approaches outlined. 

A scheme was presented for including the sound sources into the modelling. Ap-

proaches for the analysis and characterisation of sound sources with respect to the re-

quirements of the modelling are considered in Work Package Four. 
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Abstract: 

The airborne sound field inside a small fitted enclosure is complex in nature and diffi-

cult to describe in a deterministic way. For describing the sound field different prob-

abilistic approaches are suggested and investigated, modelling either the installations 

or the free fluid space. In the first approach a probability density distribution is as-

sumed including the number and size of the objects installed. Depending on the 

wavenumber, the main physical effects of the scatterers and their probability distri-

bution are combined to get a simplified description of the field. In a second approach 

the free fluid space is modelled as a set of coupled one dimensional wave guides. The 

results are discussed and compared with numerical model results. 
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1 Introduction 

For predicting the sound radiation from devices, comprising many active parts en-

closed by some machine casing, it is necessary to analyse the airborne sound field in-

side the enclosure. Thereby, the wavelength of the sound emitted is either larger than, 

of the same dimension as or smaller than the characteristic size of the system. Because 

of that, different analysis tools are required.  

The presence of the active parts inside the enclosure, which can act as sound sources, as 

reflectors or scattering objects and the mixture of different surface impedances cause a 

highly complex sound field inside the enclosure. Due to the complexity of the sound 

field inside the fitted enclosure, analytical and numerical approaches cannot or only to 

limited extent be applied. Analytical solutions in terms of series expansions of normal 

modes [2.1] can only be achieved for simply shaped, empty enclosures with uniform 

wall impedances. Standard ray-tracing [2.2] and image-source [2.3] methods are lim-

ited to frequencies where the wavelength is much smaller than the characteristic di-

mension of the cavity. Particularly the image-source method is limed to simple geome-

tries; else the calculation time rises drastically. 

For the analysis of complex systems like those described previously, the Finite Element 

Method (FEM) is frequently used for low and intermediate frequencies [2.4]. Notwith-

standing the advantages of FEM, some difficulties may arise at the design stage where 

details of the system are missing or unknown. For such situations, rather, an analysis 

tool is needed, which focuses on the salient physics and essentially requires generic 

information about the system to be analysed. 

In Work Package One an approach was presented, which describes the physics inside a 

highly simplified design. This will be the starting point of the investigations described 

in the following. For an empty rectangular box with walls considered hard it was shown 

that the transfer impedance function as a descriptor of the sound field inside the enclo-

sure can be approximated by using different analysis tools depending on frequency. 

Three frequency regions have been distinguished. For low frequencies, the system be-

haves quasi-statically like a spring or a mass. For a completely closed enclosure, the 
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acoustical behaviour is controlled by the stiffness of the enclosed fluid volume V  with 

the impedance 

 
2p cZ

q j V
ρ
ω

= = . (1) 

With an unobstructed aperture, the transfer impedance is dominated by the mass plug 

with a mass per unit area  on the aperture of area  as m′′ openS

 
open

p j mZ
q S

ω ′′
= = . (2) 

At intermediate frequencies, termed the modal range, the first few distinct eigenfre-

quencies occur. In this range a detailed modal analysis appears to be necessary. The 

transfer impedance is given by [2.1] 
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where  describes the modal pattern,  are the wavenumbers for the eigenfrequen-

cies and V  the free volume inside. 

Ψ Nk

At high frequencies, the field inside is increasingly diffuse in nature and statistical 

methods like Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) are applicable. Assuming a monopole 

sound source with radius  the transfer impedance is governed by [2.5]  a
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with the equivalent absorbing surface wA α . In Figure 1 the result of such an approxi-

mate analysis is depicted for a partially open enclosure. The figure shows the curve cal-

culated for the three frequency ranges separately. For comparison the measured trans-

fer impedance for an engine compartment of a passenger car is shown. The dimensions 

and configuration of the modelled empty cavity and the real engine compartment filled 
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with appliances as well as the source and receiver position are similar except for the 

much higher absorption inside the real compartment at high frequencies. The differ-

ence in the absorption leads to the deviation observable at high frequencies.  From this 

figure it can be seen that the analysis scheme proposed in Work Package One reveals 

the characteristics of the transfer impedance. 

 

Figure 1: Calculated transfer impedance for an empty box (⎯) compared with the 

measured results of a real engine compartment (---) (see Work Package 

One). The calculated results are for a box of 1.4 x 0.9 x 0.6 m³ with the bot-

tom side open. Source and receiver positions are similar. 

Like the examined example of an engine compartment, most of the real machine cas-

ings relevant for this investigation are densely packed with auxiliaries. It was already 

mentioned that those auxiliaries can be either active when they are sound sources or 

passive appearing only as scattering objects. Above all, the auxiliaries subdivide the free 

volume. The free volume becomes a complex system of coupled sub spaces. It is ex-

pected that all the installations will passively influence the sound field and therefore the 

transfer impedance.  

Because of the complex shape and the large number of fitted objects, their influence can 

only with great difficulty be taken into account in a strict sense. Especially with regard 

to a product line, the treatment of an ensemble of identical machines or units becomes 

important rather than the appearance of a single realisation. With this, a statistical 

spread of the mechanical as well as the acoustical properties comes into play. Conse-

quently, a statistical treatment seems appropriate rather than an analytical one. In vari-

ous publications, different statistical approaches have been presented for predicting the 

sound field in large fitted rooms like factory halls. By using the concepts of random 
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diffusion processes Kuttruff [2.6], Lindqvist [2.7] and Le Pollès et al. [2.8] have devel-

oped mathematical models describing the expected density of sound particles. Count-

ing the particles passing a certain spatial position at a given time, an equivalent to the 

energy density is found. Ondet and Barbry [2.9] suggested a modified ray tracing ap-

proach. In this approach the probability of fittings in the room is modelled by including 

walls of varying degrees of reflectivity. Unfortunately the presented approaches do not 

work properly for smaller enclosures not fulfilling the condition that the wavelength is 

much smaller then the characteristic size of the room. 

Following the requirements for a statistical treatment, in this work package two differ-

ent probabilistic approaches are presented modelling the influence of the inserts. Both 

approaches are mainly aimed at treating the behaviour at intermediate frequencies. 

With some restrictions, however, their applicability ranges can be extended for high 

and low frequencies. 

In the first approach the inserts are simply considered as scattering objects. A probabil-

ity density is assumed for the number and size of objects and their geometrical ar-

rangement. Therefore, the influence of the probability density of the inserts on the 

transfer impedance is investigated. It is expected that the scattering objects influence 

the sound in different manners depending on frequency. Hence, this investigation is 

made for each of the three frequency regions separately. Because simply shaped scat-

terers should be used for the modelling, conversion schemes are developed to transfer 

the real, complex shaped objects to simple scatterers with similar acoustic behaviour. 

Two different conversion schemes seem to be appropriate, either via the same scatter-

ing cross section or via the same volume. This implies that the required geometric or 

acoustic properties of the complex shaped objects are known. Whereas the volume is 

easily determined, different methods for measuring the scattering cross section for 

complex shaped objects are discussed. 

Another approach is based on modelling the free space. It is assumed that the sub-

spaces of the cavity can be modelled as a system of coupled one-dimensional wave 

guides. Of course, this assumption is applicable only for frequencies below the cut-on 

frequency of the wave guides. It can be argued that this condition is satisfied at least in 

a limited frequency range where the first eigenfrequencies of the system under consid-
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eration appear. At the current state of the investigations the results are limited to those 

of completely closed systems with rigid boundaries. 
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2 Probabilistically distributed scattering 

objects 

By means of this approach the influence of enclosed scattering objects on the sound is 

investigated. Two main influences can be distinguished, a) shifts of the eigenfrequen-

cies and b) a higher apparent absorption, which results from an enhanced effectiveness 

of the absorbers inside due to the scattering. For a sphere as the simplest object shape, 

the scattering behaviour is analytically describable [2.10]. Owing to this it is suggested 

that all installations should be appropriately transformed to spherical objects. 

 

Figure 2: Fictional probability density distribution. For lucidity the surface curve is 

depicted only for two distinct numbers of scattering object in x-direction. 

For a given configuration of auxiliaries in the enclosure, a probability density is devel-

oped as a five-dimensional distribution, including the three dimensional Euclidian 

space, the number and sizes of the objects installed. In the resulting function the main 

properties of each distinct configuration of installations are contained. For sake of sim-

plicity, the parameters governing the distribution are assumed statistically independ-

ent.  

For illustrating the concept of describing the geometry probabilistically, in Figure 2, a 

hypothetic probability density distribution is shown. In this illustration only the prob-
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ability of the number of the objects over one spatial dimension is shown as an example. 

The curve is based on the assumption that a high number of the auxiliaries, mostly with 

small dimensions, are mounted near the side walls of the enclosure whereas only one 

big object, e.g. the engine block, is placed at the centre of the cavity. 

 

Figure 3: Fictional probability density for the volume of the installations. a) and b) for 

different positions in x-direction. c) integrated over x.  is accumulated 

volume of all installations.  is the volume of the large appliance in the 

centre of the cavity. 

0V

mV

V  is the mean value and Vσ  its standard deviation. 
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A possible probability density function for the volume of the installations is depicted in 

Figure 3. After integrating the density function over each direction in space, mean val-

ues and variances for the number and size depending on the direction can be deter-

mined (see Figure 3c). 

2.1 Volume effect 

From the findings presented in equations (1) to (4), it is expected that the objects inside 

the enclosure have different influence depending on frequency. At low frequencies, the 

free volume in the enclosure is affected by the installations. Due to this volume change, 

the mass or stiffness governing the acoustic behaviour in this range will change. The 

free volume can be calculated as 

 free empty i i
i

V V N V= − ⋅∑  (5) 

wherein  is the volume of the i-th object and  the number of objects with that vol-

ume within the enclosure . It is assumed that scattering has only a negligible in-

fluence at low frequencies below the cut-on frequency of the enclosure. For calculating 

the transfer impedance, the free volume 
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freeV  together with its uncertainties can be in-

serted in equation (1) which yields 
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Because the result is statistically based the calculation of the variance is required. Start-

ing with the known error function 
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the variance of the transfer impedance is given by 
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2.2 Scattering effect 

Beginning at frequencies where the wavelength is of the same dimension as the enclo-

sure, the objects installed mainly influence the sound field by scattering. In the modal 

range as well as in the statistical range, the distinct eigenmodes are frequency shifted 

and additional absorption results. Because of the different underlying mechanisms, 

both effects will be treated separately. The frequency shift of the eigenmodes is impor-

tant mainly in the modal range where the modal density is low. In the statistical range 

with high modal density the frequency shift of an eigenmode becomes secondary and is 

neglected. The most important effect of the auxiliaries, however, is the enhanced ab-

sorption due to scattering. 

The influence of the scattering of one sphere on the eigenfrequencies is treated in 

[2.11]. The formulae given in [2.11] can be applied to an eigenmode with the wavenum-

ber 2 2
x yk k k k= ± + + 2

z . For the wavenumber component in x-direction, the wavenum-

ber shift of the eigenmodes  due to a sphere of radius  at the position x inside a 

rectangular enclosure is given by the equation 

xk∆ a

 

( )

( ) ( ) ( )

3
2

2 2

4 21 cos(2 )
3 5

1 17 1 67cos 2
4 72 4 360

x x x
empty

x x x

ak k k a k x
V

k a k x k a

π ⎡⎛ ⎞∆ = − +⎜ ⎟⎢⎝ ⎠⎣

⎤⎛ ⎞ ⎛− − +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎦

…

⎞
⎟
⎠

 (9) 

with 

 0 ≤ ≤ xx l . (10) 

wherein  is the length of the box in x-direction. As shown in [2.11] equation (9) is rea-

sonably applicable even when the sphere is fairly large (

xl

1xk a ≤ ) or fairly close to a side 

wall of the enclosure (  or 0x = xx l= ). In Figure 4 the normalised wavenumber shift is 

shown for the first and second eigenmode. The shift can be calculated for y- and z-

wavenumber components respectively. 
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Figure 4: Normalised wavenumber shift of the first and second eigenmode in a rec-

tangular box containing a rigid sphere as function of its position. 

Using the information about the number and sizes of the contained spheres from the 

probability density function, a mean value of the wavenumber shift 

 ( ),k V xk Nµ µ µ µ∆ = ∆ ⋅  (11) 

can be determined. By inserting this value in the modal equation (3) a modified trans-

fer impedance 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )( )( ) ( )
( )( )( ) ( )

( )( )( )22 2
2 1 1 1N N

x y

N N

N N N Nfree
x y zk k

S Rjk cZ k
V

k k k k

ρ

µ µ µ
∆ ∆

Ψ Ψ
′ =

⎡ ⎤
− + + + + +⎢ ⎥
⎣ ⎦

∑
N
zk∆

 (12) 

can be calculated.  

Starting from the error function 

 

2
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1
∆
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the variance of the wavenumber shift in x-direction is 

 
( ) ( ) ( )2 2

2 2 2
∆

∂ ⋅∆ ∂ ⋅∆ ∂ ⋅∆⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

xk V x

N k N k N k
V x N

2

2
Nσ σ σ σ . (14) 

With this the variance of the transfer impedance function yields 

 
( ) ( ) ( )

22 2
2 2 2
′

2
∆ ∆

⎛ ⎞′ ′ ′∂ ∂ ∂⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
= + +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟∂ ∂ ∂⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

x y ∆ zZ k k
x y z

Z k Z k Z k
k k k kσ σ σ σ . (15) 

The eigenfrequency shift mainly stems from the elongation or contraction of the path 

between the boundaries determining a modal pattern due to the inserted scatterer. This 

leads to the assumption that the volume is the appropriate conversion parameter be-

tween the real object and the sphere. This can be argued valid at least for compact ob-

jects of similar spatial dimension in every direction. 

In addition to the eigenfrequency shift, the scattering leads to a higher absorption than 

would be the case for the field without scatterers. The reason for this is that the sound 

field in an enclosure becomes increasingly diffuse if scattering occurs. This leads to an 

enhanced efficiency of the absorbers in the enclosure. In the statistical range where the 

modal density is high this effect is more prominent than the eigenfrequency shift. From 

a basic ray-tracing approach the sound intensity I  is 

 ( )
ln(1 )

1 m
m

ctct
ll

n O OI I I e
α

α
−

= − =  (16) 

after the n-th reflection of a sound ray at an obstacle and the additional absorption can 

be determined as 

 ( ) 41 1
mS l
V

sα α
⋅

= − − . (17) 

The absorption resulting from the scattering object αs  e.g. can be set to 0.1 analogous 

to investigations presented in [2.12].  
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Figure 5: Simplified transfer impedance function with the associated standard uncer-

tainties. 

The mean free path  can be derived according to [2.12] from the scattering cross-

section Q  of each of the N objects inside the volume V with an equivalent absorption 

area of S by 

ml

 m
i i

Vl
N Q

=

i

⋅∑
. (18) 

From this equation one can see that the scattering cross section is the leading property 

of the scattering object. Therefore the conversion from the real object to the spherical 

scatterer is performed with respect to the scattering cross section. Such a conversion 

leads to a frequency dependence. The variance herein depends on the variance of the 

number of objects 2
Nσ  and those of the scattering cross section. 

Compiling the results for each of the three frequency ranges, a transfer impedance 

function for the open enclosure is obtained as sketched in Figure 5. 

2.3 Conversion schemes for the scattering behaviour 

For handling the eigenfrequency shift the conversion scheme is simply geometrical with 

respect to the volume. Contrary to this for the additional absorption approach the scat-

tering cross section was found as appropriate conversion parameter. Thus, for convert-

ing the real complex shaped installations to the spherical scattering objects, the scatter-
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ing cross section has to be determined. For illustrating the scattering cross section, in 

the following the concept is described more detailed. 

By using its scattering cross section the scattering efficiency of any object in a sound 

field can be described. The scattering cross section is defined as the ratio of the acousti-

cal power  scattered at an obstacle to the intensity SP 0I  of the incident wave front. For 

an obstacle of dimension , bigger or as big as the wavelength a λ , the scattered power 

 consists of two parts: one scattered more or less uniformly in all directions, and a 

second part as big as the first, which is scattered in the propagation direction of the 

incident wave and creating the shadow due to the interferences with the incident wave 

field. If the obstacle is small compared to the wavelength as it is often the case for the 

problem considered, the scattered wave is propagated in all directions and no sharp 

shadow occurs [2.13]. With respect to the deflected acoustic power, in [2.6] the scatter-

ing cross section  is  

SP

Q

 
2

= SPQ
OI

 for aλ . (19)  

The scattering cross section is a function of frequency and direction of the incident 

wave. At high frequencies and in a reverberant environment, where an almost diffuse 

field can be assumed, the directivity of the scattering can be neglected. 

Several publications deal with the analytical treatment of the scattering cross section of 

simply shaped obstacles.  

Detailed results for solid cylinders and spheres are given in [2.14]. In [2.15] many for-

mulas relating to problems of scattering of waves from objects are contained. Even if 

the calculation of scattering pattern is feasible for simple shaped bodies, the obstacles 

associated with the present problem are generally of complicated shape and an analyti-

cal description appears difficult. 

To determine the scattering cross section of arbitrarily shaped devices and auxiliaries, 

an easy to use measurement scheme is required. A simple test rig as suggested in [2.14] 

is depicted in Figure 6. By this technique a sound source irradiates the scatterer with 

sound. A microphone array scans a circular or spherical surface concentric with the 
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scatterer. After integration over the angular distribution of the scattering pattern, the 

scattering cross section can be calculated as shown in equation (19). 

 

Figure 6: Test rig for the direct measurement of the scattering wave pattern. 

In most of the publications, this method is used for analysing the scattering properties 

of obstacles in fluids, e.g. ultrasonic waves in water. For measurements in air, the 

method is limited to frequencies, where the wavelength is smaller than or comparable 

with the dimensions of the scatterer and the test rig. 

 

Figure 7: Experimental set up for the DRAWS-technique with different contributions 

to the echo: (1) Coherent part of the cavity walls; (2) Incoherent part of the 

moving scatterer. 

As an alternative, the diffusing reverberant acoustic wave spectroscopy (DRAWS) [2.16] 

was developed. Aim of this technique, depicted in Figure 7, is the characterisation of 
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one or more moving objects in a stationary reverberant cavity with fixed source and 

microphones. In this method, a number  of sound pulses are emitted into the cavity. 

The reverberation over time 

i

( )ih t  resulting from the i-th pulse consists of two parts. 

First the echoes from the boundaries of the reverberant chamber and second those 

from the moving scatterers. Between pulses  and i 1i +  the contribution of the chamber 

boundaries remain steady, whereas the contribution due to the moving objects changes 

in an uncorrelated way. Therefore, the displacement of the scatterer can be either con-

tinuous or stepwise between two pulses. By averaging over a series of  pulses, the 

coherent contribution of the room remains whereas the incoherent parts of the mobile 

scatterers are attenuated due to the destructive interference. As shown in [2.16], the 

mean free path  and the scattering cross section Q  can be estimated by 

N

ml

 

 
hi t( )

2

hi t( )2
≈ e

−ct
lm ≈ e

−ctQ
V  (20) 

wherein V  is the volume of the reverberant chamber. The equation is valid as long as 

the cavity reflections are present. The result should be averaged over different micro-

phone positions. Initially the method has been applied for determining the scattering 

behaviour of moving objects in water. In [2.17] the method is successfully proven for a 

rigid sphere in a water tank. Measurements of the scattering cross section of a moving 

human body in a reverberant room are published in [2.18]. 

Although the publications applying the DRAWS-method in the airborne sound context 

are sparse at this moment, the method will be suitable for the present problem. Because 

of the fact, that the measurements are made in a diffuse sound field, no directivity of 

the scattering can be determined.  

2.4 Illustration of the model 

In a first step the applicability of equation (9) and (12) to the given problem will be in-

vestigated. Assuming a completely closed, hard walled rectangular box of the size 1.4 x 

0.9 x 0.6 m³ and an also hard walled cube with an edge length of 0.2=l m inserted at 

the centre of the box. The transfer impedance Z  from a source position close to one 

corner of the box to a receiver position close to the opposite corner is calculated by a 
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commercial FE software tool. For the analytical handling, the inserted cube is con-

verted to a sphere of same volume. The radius  of the sphere is given by a

 3
3

4
a l

π
= . (21) 

For a configuration with only one sphere equation (12) is modified to 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ( )( )( )2 2 2

2 1 1 1

N N

N N N N N NNfree
x x y y z z

S Rjk cZ k
V k k k k k k k

ρ Ψ Ψ
=

⎡ ⎤− + ∆ + + ∆ + + ∆⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

∑ . (22) 

The wavenumber shift  is calculated using equation (9) for the x-, y- and z-

directions separately. In Figure 8 the results of both calculations are compared. The 

wavenumber shift of the eigenmodes is excellently represented by the analytical ap-

proximation. Therewith the approximation of the eigenfrequency shift is demonstrated 

to be applicable. 

k∆

 

Figure 8: FEM model results of a cube in a box (⎯) compared with analytical ap-

proximation of the eigenfrequency shift due to a sphere with equivalent vol-

ume (−−− ). 

In the next step the validity is checked for the probabilistic approach. Now it is as-

sumed that the closed, hard walled rectangular box of size 1.4 x 0.9 x 0.6 m³ is partially 

filled with rigid walled cubes of different sizes. Inserted are 40 cubes with an edge 

length  m, 8 cubes with m and one with 0.1l = 0.2l = 0.4l = m. The cubes are arranged 

as shown in Figure 9. The arrangement is related to the hypothetic probability density 

distribution shown in Figure 2.  Again, the transfer impedance Z  from a source posi-
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tion close to one corner of the box to a receiver position, close to the opposite corner, is 

calculated using FEM. In various test runs with different arrangements it has been 

shown that a perturbation of the symmetric arrangement presented here does not lead 

to significant alterations.  

 

Figure 9: FEM model for the scattering objects approach. The parallelepiped of 

 is filled with differently sized cubes. 3(1.2x0.9x0.6)m

To analyse the model probabilistically, at first, the cubes have to be converted to 

spheres with the same volume as described in equation (21). The mean value for a dis-

crete random variable is given by  

 . (23) (
n

iX p Xµ
=

=∑ )
1

i
i

iX  can be either the volume V , the number  or the position in x-, y- or z-direction 

respectively. For the volume the probability distribution 

N

( )ip V is given by 

( )ip V  iN  il  ia  iV  

0.82 40 0.1 0.062 0.001 

0.16 8 0.2 0.124 0.008 

0.02 1 0.4 0.248 0.064 

which leads to 0.00338V µ= =V . The probability distribution for the position in x-

direction is determined by using the concentrated volume at the centre of each sphere.  
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( )ip x  iN  iV  i iN V  ix  

0.12 20 0.001 0.02 0.1 

0.19 4 0.008 0.032 0.3 

0.38 1 0.064 0.64 0.7 

0.19 4 0.008 0.032 1.1 

0.12 20 0.001 0.02 1.3 

With the origin of the coordinate system at the centre of the box, 0.5= =xx µ . The 

mean value of the position in y- and z-direction is 0.5 as well. The probability distribu-

tion for the number is given by ( ) 1 3ip N =  for every  which leads to i 16.3NN µ= = . 

 

Figure 10: Results of statistical scattering objects model (——) compared with result of 

a FEM model configuration (−−− ). 

For the statistical treatment in a Monte Carlo process the probability density distribu-

tions for each random variable are required. In the process the random variables will be 

varied following the probability density distribution. For this primary test the random 

variables for the position are assumed equally distributed over the whole range within 

the box. Also the random variables for volume and number of spheres are equally dis-

tributed in a domain of  around the mean value. 50%±

By using the randomized variables in equations (9) and (12) the Monte Carlo simula-

tion can be performed. The result of the simulation is compared in Figure 10 with the 

FEM result for the model. As expected, the result of the probabilistic approach captures 

the main trend of the transfer impedance but not the distinct eigenmodes. As the dis-

tributions are assumed fictive, the calculation of variance is not in scope of this investi-

gation. 
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3 Probabilistically distributed wave guides 

In contrast to the scattering method described previously, this approach considers the 

free fluid volume enclosed in the system. The free volume is subdivided into coupled 

sub spaces by the installations. It is assumed that the sub spaces can be modelled as a 

system of coupled one dimensional wave guides. The wave guides vary in length and 

cross section. The assumption can be argued valid at least for the frequency range be-

low the cut-on frequency of the wave guide with the widest cross section. Further it is 

assumed that the wave guides are statistically distributed with respect to length and 

cross section. The coupling points between the wave guides are selected randomly 

which neglects the space dependency of the model. With these preparations a Monte 

Carlo simulation can be performed. 

3.1 Modelling a system of coupled wave guides 

A system of coupled wave guides should be modelled by using the four-pole descrip-

tion.  Two types of wave guides are chosen; the tube coupled at both ends and the one-

sided coupled tube, terminated acoustically hard at the other side. The element matrix 

for the tube coupled at both ends is given by [2.19] 

 1

1 2

cos sin

sin cos

ckl j kl
2p pS

jSq qkl kl
c

ρ

ρ

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

⎟  (24) 

and for the one-sided coupled tube as 

 1

1 2

1 0

tan 1
2p p

jS klq q
cρ

⎛ ⎞
⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟=⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠

. (25) 

l  is the length of the tube and  its cross section. The transfer matrices can be easily 

transformed to impedance matrices. In this manner, the element impedance matrix for 

each element is given by 

S

e
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 . (26) e ep = Z qe

]

For a system of coupled wave guides the transfer impedances between any coupling 

points can be calculated by assembling the four-pole matrixes of each element together 

in a topology matrix [2.4]. Therefore the matrices Φ  are required which describes the 

position of the element in the assembly, satisfying 

 . (27) e eq =Φ q

 The global impedance matrix assembled by a summation over all  elements is ob-

tained as 

N

 . (28) [ ] [
1

N
T

e e e
e=

=∑Z Φ Z Φ

With this the transfer impedance between any pair of coupling points can be deter-

mined. 

For a statistical description of a population of realisations, an averaged transfer imped-

ance is required as  

 
1

1 N

i
i

Z Z
N =

= ∑ . (29) 

This means that no information about any distinct source or receiver position is in-

cluded. Thus, the transfer impedance is given for an “average” source-receiver-distance. 

For determining the averaged transfer impedance of the system under consideration, 

additionally, it has to be averaged over a large number of randomly created realisations. 

In this Monte-Carlo-simulation the parameters influencing the realisation are varied 

following a uniform probabilistic distribution. 

3.2 Parameter variation 

Selecting appropriate parameters influencing the approach is necessary for a reliable 

statistical model. Finding those parameters is the aim of the investigations described in 

the following. It is required that the selected parameters represent the main properties 
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of the considered system. Parameters linking the real system to the statistical model 

are: the free fluid volume, the maximum length and the maximum cross section of the 

wave guides in the set. For the statistics, probability density functions are required for 

each parameter. 

 

Figure 11: Averaged transfer impedance with varied maximum wave guide length 

 (——) and  (− ·− ·− ). Free volume . Corre-

sponding frequencies 

0.7l = m m m0.5l = 30.378V =

2
cf
l

=  marked with vertical grey lines respectively. 

As given in equation (1), the free fluid volume governs the characteristics of the system 

at low frequencies. From equation (3) it is evident that also the order of magnitude of 

the transfer impedance at intermediate frequencies is influenced by the free volume. An 

influence is expected of maximum length and maximum cross section of the wave 

guides on the characteristics of the transfer impedance at intermediate frequencies.  

The maximum length should govern the frequency of the lowest mode and the cross 

section influences the amplitude of the modes. Since the influence cannot be described 

analytically, different sets of wave guides are simulated using the Monte-Carlo-method 

to investigate this relation. In the different simulations are varied either the maximum 

length or the maximum cross section dimension. For the statistic process, the lengths 

and cross sections are uniformly distributed up to a maximum. To analyse the influence 

of length and cross section, only one parameter is varied at a time. Hence, it is neces-

sary to keep the other parameter as well as the free volume constant. This means that 

the number of wave guides included will differ. The magnitudes of two averaged trans-

fer impedances are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. From the figures it is seen that 
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there is a stiffness dominated range at low frequencies. Further, a weak local maximum 

can be found where the first distinct eigenfrequencies occur. 

 

Figure 12:  Averaged transfer impedance with varied maximum wave guide cross 

section  (——) and  (− ·− ·− ). Free volume . 

Corresponding impedance 

20.1S = m 20.2S m= 30.378V m=
cZ
S
ρ

=  marked with horizontal grey lines re-

spectively. 

As an example is shown in Figure 13 the unwrapped phase corresponding to the 

m² magnitude curve in Figure 12. From this phase curve it becomes evident 

that the phase at a receiver position only depends on the shortest distance between 

source and receiver. It is worth mentioning that magnitude and phase are averaged 

separately. This is necessary because the system is not minimum phase. 

0.1S =

 

Figure 13: Averaged phase of the transfer impedance to the configuration with 

 as shown in Figure 12. 20.1S = m
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As can be expected, the location of the local transfer impedance maximum depends on 

the length of the wave guides and is governed by 2
c
l  (see Figure 11). At this value the 

phase is rotated by ( )−π  in addition to the start value of ( )2−π  governed by the stiff-

ness of the enclosed fluid. The maximum cross section governs the magnitude of the 

impedance in this frequency range through the relation c
S

ρ  as can be seen from 

Figure 12. 

3.3 Illustration of the approach 

As an illustration of the approach the results have been compared with those of a Fi-

nite-Element calculation. Different FEM models are assembled by filling a rectangular 

box with different sets of parallelepipeds. An example is shown in Figure 14 with one of 

the designs used in the investigation. All walls are assumed rigid. The installations sub-

divide the free volume into a complex system of coupled sub spaces. For all realisations 

of the model the installations are chosen such that a free volume of 0.378 m³ remains. 

The parameter for translating the FE-model to the statistical one are determined as 

follows: 

• The free volume V  is determined directly from the FE-model. 

• The maximum length is set to 3l V= . 

• The maximum cross section is estimated from the FE-model. 

 

 

Figure 14: Free volume of the FEM model. The parallelepiped of  is 

filled with installations. 

3(1.4x0.9x0.6)m
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The result of the Monte-Carlo process is shown in Figure 15 together with the transfer 

impedance calculated from two different realisations of the FE-model. The source and 

receiver positions for the FE calculation have been set arbitrarily. 

As expected, the statistical result captures the reality in the lumped range at low fre-

quencies. In a limited frequency domain where the first eigenfrequencies occur the 

Monte-Carlo results can be seen as a “spine” curve demonstrating the applicability of 

the suggested method. At high frequencies the models loses its validity. This is also to 

be expected because of the violation of the plane wave propagation condition for the 

wave guides. 

 

Figure 15: Results of statistical wave guide model (——) compared with results of two 

different FEM model configurations (− ·− ·− ), (−−− ). In the greyed region 

the validity of the statistical approach is violated. 
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4 Concluding remarks 

Two different probabilistic approaches have been presented for modelling the sound 

field inside an enclosure densely filled with installations. The approach of probabilisti-

cally distributed scattering objects relies upon a modal synthesis whereas the approach 

of probabilistically distributed wave guides relies upon a wave guide model. Both ap-

proaches comply with the salient physics of the system considered. The applicability of 

the approaches has been investigated. 

Both methods offer strategies for engineering practice to obtain reliable results without 

having detailed information about the geometry and the acoustical properties of the 

system under consideration. In contrast to deterministic methods, the presented 

schemes deliver a mean which can be seen as a “spine” of the behaviour. Additional 

information about the confidence of the results can be extracted. 

Taking into account, that mostly the input parameters like geometry or boundary con-

ditions are statistically distributed and therefore also the behaviour, the specification of 

a confidence interval is necessary. Particularly with regard to series production e.g. in 

automotive industry, a statistical treatment of the acoustical behaviour becomes impor-

tant. Depending on the accuracy of the underlying probability assumed, the analysis 

can be performed either for a group of products, e.g. a type series or for a specific prod-

uct configuration. Manufacturing tolerances will be averaged. In this context the exact 

prediction of the eigenmodes often becomes secondary, particularly as long as broad-

band excitations are investigated. 

It is shown that a probabilistic approach is feasible modelling the inserts as well model-

ling the free fluid space. The phase of the transfer impedance is shown to be only de-

pendent on the shortest distance between source and receiver position. With this 

knowledge wave interferences can also be predicted. 

Consistently, the results of both approaches show a local maximum at frequencies 

where the first eigenmodes of the system are assumed. As can be seen from the curves 

presented, the validity range is extended up to higher frequencies for the scattering 

objects approach. At the time, neither of the approaches includes absorption. As can be 

observed from a detailed analysis of the behaviour in Work Package One, however, ab-
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sorption plays an important role for the real systems. From the measured curve in this 

figure no distinct eigenmodes are identifiable. The exact prediction of the eigenmodes, 

however, is of subordinate significance in a highly damped environment. 

Although further investigations are required to clarify the limitations of the approaches 

suggested, it is established that the probabilistic formulations keep the computational 

effort comparatively low. 
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Improvements on the statistical sound field description 
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Abstract: 

The diffuse field assumption employed in Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) and in 

statistical room acoustics is violated for positions close to boundaries or discontinui-

ties. An approach is suggested to include the correction made by Waterhouse based on 

spherical Bessel functions in SEA-predictions. With this modification the SEA-results 

will be augmented by a position dependence and an additional frequency dependence. 

The approach is extended and demonstrated for plate-like structures. The validity of 

the approach is confirmed by means of comparisons with modal analysis. 
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1 Introduction 

The use of Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA) usually assumes multi-resonant or diffuse 

field condition. Therefore, a uniform distribution of sound energy is assumed and ran-

dom phase relations between different wave field components converging at one point. 

It is shown in Work Package One that this assumption is not valid unrestrictedly for 

real systems. These results coincide with those published by Waterhouse [3.1]. Water-

house predicted that the assumption of a uniform sound field distribution is violated at 

least close to reflecting surfaces. This is due to the fact that the phases of the reflected 

wave trains near to reflecting surfaces are not entirely random. Interference pattern 

occur and the energy density is not uniform. For his investigations Waterhouse as-

sumes an arbitrary oblique incidence of the sound waves averaged over all angles as is 

the case for a reverberant sound field. 

With this in mind it is expected, that an error occurs in the SEA calculation for the case 

that the source is situated near to a reflecting surface. Because of reciprocity this error 

also occurs for similar receiver positions. Especially for the considered small enclosures 

those positions are very probable. 

In the following an approximation is presented to calculate a correction term to account 

for the influence of the interference pattern in an SEA calculation. As in the paper by 

Waterhouse a mirror image method is employed.  

It is conceivable, that the effect of reflecting surfaces is expandable to any wave field 

discontinuities. Hence, in the second part of the work done within this work package 

the method developed for air borne sound is adopted to a structural acoustics problem. 

For a plate it is shown that depending on the boundary condition interference pattern 

occur as well. For the case of a simply supported plate the correction term is developed 

by using the results of Petersson [3.2], [3.3]. In the papers the spatial variation of the 

significance of force excitation are investigated in the proximity of discontinuities on 

beam and frame-like structures as well as on plate-like structures. 

At the end of each section, the modified statistical results are compared with those from 

a modal analysis. 
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2 Interference patterns and SEA in rooms 

2.1 Interference pattern 

In his investigations Waterhouse [3.1] observes that the energy in an air borne sound 

field is not equally distributed. For the case of oblique incidence of the wave on reflect-

ing surfaces as it is the case in a reverberant sound field he calculates the mean square 

sound pressure 2p  which is an equivalent of the potential energy. This is done for the 

wall, edge and corner position of the observer point by using one, three and seven re-

flected wave components respectively with an averaged angular incidence. For the cor-

ner case Waterhouse derives 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )

2 2
0 0 0 0

2 2 2 2
0 0

2 2 2
0

1 2 2 2 2

2 2

2

2p j kx j ky j kz j k x y

j k x z j k y z

j k x y z

+ + + + +

+ + + +

+ + +

∼

 (1) 

where x, y and z are the distances from the reflecting surface and k is the wave number. 

The function ( )0j x  is the zero order spherical Bessel function. The interference pattern 

for the potential energy is plotted in Figure 1. As expected, the amplification is 9 dB 

close to the corner for low frequencies. A dip can be observed for the first destructive 

interference. 

For an SEA calculation commonly, the input impedance for the power injection is as-

sumed to be that of a corresponding infinite system. This can be argued valid for high 

frequencies where the energy is equally distributed or for random excitation points. If 

the system under consideration has distinct points where the energy is injected, the 

input impedance at these points become important. As has been shown, the impedance 

will deviate from that obtained for free field conditions. Contrary to Waterhouse, who 

employed an energetic approach for correcting the sound pressure, a wave propagation 

approach is used in the following to find a correction term for approximating the input 

impedance. 
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Figure 1: Interference pattern in reverberant sound fields at reflecting corners [3.1]. 

The source is on the symmetry axis. 

For a corner position, as depicted in Figure 2, the infinite system becomes semi-infinite 

by inserting semi-infinite reflecting surfaces in the xy-, yz- and xz-plane. With the re-

flectors, mirror image sources can be constructed. Due to the infinite extent of the mo-

del only images with either one, two or three reflections appear. Each image can be 

seen as source of a propagating spherical wave field. The phase as well as the amplitude 

of the wave is influenced by the reflection. For reasons of simplicity all surfaces are as-

sumed rigid and the reflection factor is 1. 

 

Figure 2: Image sources for corner case in a semi-infinite room. 

The acoustic potential at a distance r for a harmonically radiating monopole with the 

complex amplitude A  amounts to 
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 ( )
( )

,
i t r cer t A
r

ω

φ
−

=  (2) 

and the sound pressure is given by the relation 

 ( ),p r t
t
φρ ∂

= −
∂

, (3) 

which yields 

 ( ) jkrj Ap r e
r

ωρ −= − . (4) 

With the Euler equation 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 sin coskr kr
p r k cA j

kr kr
ρ

⎛ ⎞
= −⎜

⎝ ⎠
⎟  (5) 

the pressure can be expressed in terms of spherical Bessel functions of first and second 

kind 

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )2
0 0p r k cA j kr jy krρ= − . (6) 

Assuming that the pressure at the source is 2
np k cAρ= , the pressure at a distance  is 

given by  

nr

 ( ) ( ) ( )( )0 0n n n np r p j kr jy kr= − . (7) 

For the investigated model (Figure 2) the polar co-ordinate 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2 2
n n n nr x x y y z z= − + − + − 2

)

 (8) 

can be interpreted as the distance between the -th image and the response point n

( , ,x y z . By inserting 
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 0 0 24n
qp Z v Z
aπ

= =  (9) 

in (7) and summing the contributions of all sources, the image sources with  

and the actual excitation point for 

1 7n = …

0n = , the input impedance is given by 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )(

7
0

0 02
0

, ,
, ,

, , 4 n
n

p x y z Z )nZ x y z j kr jy kr
q x y z aπ =

= = −∑ . (10) 

The sum in this impedance formula can be seen as a correction term for the input im-

pedance in an elementary SEA calculation 

 ( ) ( ) ( )(
7

0 0
0

, ,air n n
n

)x y z j kr jy kr
=

Π = −∑ , (11) 

from which the real and imaginary part can be separated easily.  

2.2 Statistical room acoustics 

The simple SEA model investigated consists of one room with dissipation. The energy 

inside the room is given by [3.4]  

 inPE
ωη

= , (12) 

wherein  is the imparted power, inP η  is the loss factor and E  the energy inside, and is 

therefore equally distributed. For a cavity, the dissipation depends on the absorption 

and the volume V . The absorption inside is given by the equivalent absorbing surface 

wS α , with the wall surface of the enclosure  and its mean absorption coefficient wS α . 

With this the loss factor of the cavity is of the form  

 
4
wcS
V
αη
ω

=  (13) 
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For calculating the transfer impedance as a descriptor of the sound field inside the en-

closure the ratio of sound pressure p  to volume velocity  is required. The relation 

between energy and sound pressure in a room is 

q

 
2

2

p VE
cρ

= . (14) 

A monopole source of radius  is assumed as source for the power injection. With a 

velocity  at its surface, the imparted power [3.5] is given by 

a

av

 
2 2

2 2
2 22

1in a
k aP a v c
k a

π ρ=
+

. (15) 

Combining these formulae and inserting the volume velocity of the source as 

, the transfer impedance can be written as 24 aq vπ= a

 
( )

2 2

2 2

8
1SEA

w

p c kZ
q a A k a

ρ
π π α

= = ⋅
+
a

. (16) 

By introducing the correction term ( ), ,air s s sx y zΠ  and ( ), ,air r r rx y zΠ  for the source 

and receiver position respectively in the assumption that the imparted power can be 

evaluated as 

 { }2
0

1 Re
2inP p Z=  (17) 

the modified transfer impedance is obtained as 

 ( ){ } ( ){ }_ Re , , Re , ,SEA corr SEA air s s s air r r rZ Z x y z x y= ⋅ Π ⋅ Π z . (18) 

In Figure 3, the results calculated by means of an elementary SEA model and those 

modified by the influence of the interferences at source and receiver position are com-

pared with those from a modal synthesis of a rectangular room with all walls rigid. The-

re the mode shape is simply given by e.g. [3.6]  
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where the room dimensions are ,  and  respectively. The eigenvalues are given by xl yl zl
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The transfer impedance, defined as the ratio of pressure to volume velocity, can be cal-

culated from  

 
( ) ( )

2
N N

N N N N

S Rp cZ jk
q V k jg k

ρ Ψ Ψ
= = 2k+ −∑ , (21) 

where ρ  is the density, V  the volume and  the sound speed.  and c S R  denote the 

source and receiver co-ordinates respectively. The losses inside the enclosure are in-

cluded in the damping coefficient  . Ng

 

Figure 3: Transfer impedance for rectangular room. (grey: analytical result, dashed 

black: elementary SEA result, solid black: corrected SEA result). 

From the graphs of the transfer impedance in Figure 3, calculated analytically for a rec-

tangular room with source and receiver position close to corners, ‘global’ dips and 

troughs can be found in the high frequency range. Thus, the signature of the analyti-
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cally calculated curve deviates noticeably from the results predicted with the straight-

forward SEA model. 

Bearing the Waterhouse results in mind, such deviations are also expected and, hence, 

the dips observed are associated with destructive interferences. Especially those from 

the first reflection around 1 kHz are prominent. In the curve calculated with the ele-

mentary SEA formula these interferences are not captured. Modifying the SEA results 

by means of the interference correction term (eq. (18)), the predictions are brought in 

better agreement with the analytical results. However, because higher order reflections 

are neglected in the approach, not all of the subtleties will be captured. 
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3 Interference patterns and SEA on plates 

3.1 Interference Pattern 

The effect of a discontinuity on a plate is to reflect the incident wave. The reflection 

factor of the plate boundary depends on the boundary condition and can either be real 

or complex whereas the complex value indicates a phase shift between incident and 

reflected wave. For the elementary case of a simply supported plate boundary, the re-

flection factor is –1. For this case the interference pattern can be developed by the me-

thod of image sources as suggested in [3.3] and depicted in Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4: Image sources for a corner position of the excitation on a simply supported 

semi-infinite plate. 

 

Assuming a time base of j te ω , the transfer function from the n-th mirror image source 

to the response point ( , )x y  is given in terms of the Hankel-functions of second kind 

and zero order ( ) ( )2
0H x  by [3.7]  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2 2
0 0n n n nv r v H kr H jkr= − − , (22) 
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where the distance between excitation and response point is 

 ( ) ( )2
n n nr x x y y= − + − 2

. (23) 

 

Figure 5: Real part of the correction factor on a plate for corner position with dis-

tance x = y from corner 

 

Figure 6: Imaginary part of the correction factor on a plate for corner position with 

distance x = y from corner 

Exciting the fully infinite plate with the force F, the velocity at any image source is 

  (24) nv Y F∞=
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wherein Y  is the input mobility of the infinite plate in terms of the bending stiffness 

B' and the mass per unit area m'' given by 

∞

 
1

8 ' '
Y

'B m
∞ = . (25) 

Summing up the contributions of all first and second order images, regarding their re-

flection factors at the discontinuities leads to 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ((
3

2 2
0 0

0
1 n

n
n

vY Y H kr H jkr
F

∞

=

= = − − −∑ ))n

))
0n

)kr

, (26) 

from which 

  (27) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ((
3

2 2
0 01 n

plate n n nr H kr H jkr
=

Π = − − −∑

is the correction factor for corner positions of excitation or receiver. The real and, for 

the sake of completeness, the imaginary parts can be separated as 

  (28) ( ){ } ( ) (
3

0
0

Re 1 n
plate n n

n
r J

=

Π = −∑

and  

 ( ){ } ( ) ( ) ( )
3

0 0
0

2Im 1 n
plate n n n

n
r N kr K

π=

kr⎡ ⎤Π = − − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
∑ . (29) 

In the Figure 5 and Figure 6, the normalized mobility for the corner position is de-

picted. 

3.2 Statistical plate vibration 

Statistically, the energy on the plate is given in [3.4] by 

 2

''
'

inP mE
k Bη

= . (30) 
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On a plate with the area S, the kinetic energy 

 21 ''
2

E m Sv=  (31) 

results from the injected power  calculated by the exciting force and the real part of 

the input mobility as 

inP

 { }21 Re
2inP F= Y . (32) 

For high frequencies the input mobility can be taken to be as that of an infinite plate 

given by 

 { } 1Re
8 '

Y
''B m

∞ = . (33) 

Combining equation (30) to (33), the averaged transfer mobility from the statistical 

consideration can be written as 

 
1

2 2 ' ''SEA
vY
F k B m Sη

= = . (34) 

By introducing the correction factor for the exciter and receiver position, the effect of 

interferences is incorporated in the statistical model. By modifying (32) into 

 ( ){21 Re ,
2in plateP F Y x y∞= ⋅Π }  (35) 

and invoking reciprocity for the exciter and the receiver position marked with the indi-

ces e and r respectively, the transfer mobility changes to 

 ( ){ } ( ){ }_ Re , Re ,SEA corr SEA plate e e plate r rY Y x y x y= ⋅ Π ⋅ Π . (36) 

To compare the results with those from the modal analysis, the modal description of 

the sound field of a simply supported rectangular plate is given by [3.7]  
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with the eigenvalues 
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2 yx
n

x y

nnk
l l

ππ⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞⎢ ⎥= + ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
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Figure 7: Normalized point mobility for a simply supported rectangular plate 

(xr = xe = yr = ye = x); (grey: analytical result, dashed black: elementary 

SEA result, solid black: corrected SEA result). 

 

Figure 8: Normalized transfer mobility (xr = 2xe = yr = 2ye = x); (grey: analytical re-

sult, dashed black: elementary SEA result, solid black: corrected SEA re-

sult). 
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As expected the same results can be observed for the structural acoustic case as for the 

airborne sound case. In Figure 7 and Figure 8 the curves for a point and a transfer mo-

bility are displayed respectively. It is seen that the modified SEA curve renders an im-

proved approximation for the behaviour of the transfer mobility at high frequencies. 

The unexpectedly good agreement also at low frequencies should be observed. In this 

frequency range SEA is usually not applicable because the modal density is not high 

enough. 

For the investigation only simple discontinuities with real reflection coefficients were 

taken into account. It is expected that the method works well also for more complex 

structures. The reflected sound field components than can be determined by using the 

work [3.8]. The resulting reflection coefficients than can be inserted in equation (26). 
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4 Concluding Remarks 

In this work package a simple method is presented to improve the accuracy of an SEA 

calculation when the exciter and receiver position are known. The method suggested 

takes the effect of primary interferences of a sound field into account in the SEA de-

scription. It is shown that those interferences are particularly important if source and 

receiver position are close to sound field discontinuities. Two cases are investigated, a 

corner position of source and receiver in a reverberant room and on a simply supported 

plate. In both cases the input impedance of an infinite system is substituted by those of 

a semi-infinite one. This means the highly reverberant sound field is simplified by con-

sidering only the influence of the first order reflections by including the corresponding 

image sources. The effect of higher order reflections is neglected. Although the scheme 

presented is approximate, the results are radically improved compared with the ele-

mentary SEA calculation. 

Even though, the method is developed for known exciter and receiver positions, it is 

also applicable to assess the spatial deviation of an SEA result. 
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Abstract: 

The Nearfield Acoustical Holography (NAH) in spherical co-ordinates can be used for 

the reconstruction of sound field parameters close to the surface of an arbitrarily 

shaped sound source. It is known that depending on the shape of the source the appli-

cability of this reconstruction method is limited by the validity restrictions of the 

Rayleigh hypothesis. To overcome the limitation of the minimal sphere given by the 

validity restriction an algorithm is proposed for extracting local information from the 

non convergent NAH-solution. For the assessment of the results an appropriate vir-

tual test rig is developed employing the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz-Integral-Theorem. 
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1 Introduction 

The analysis and characterisation of sources of sound and vibration remains a challeng-

ing area of research. In this pursuit also simplifications are required making proposed 

methods applicable in engineering practice. As shown in recent text books, the methods 

of weighted residuals offer appropriate tools for source characterisation. The basic idea 

is the expansion of the sound field in terms of outgoing wave components radiated 

from a set of discrete theoretical sources always located inside the vibrating body. 

Those sets of theoretical sources e.g. a number of distributed monopole and/or dipole 

sources establish the field at a predefined, continuous interface, simulating that of the 

actual source sufficiently accurately [4.1]. Alternatively this is achieved by a single mul-

tipole. There the pseudo sources of different order are concentrated in one point. This 

model can be seen as an analogy to a wave field expansion in spherical co-ordinates. 

Although the expansion is infinite in theory it is truncated in any practical realisation 

and, hence, errors are introduced. The expansion coefficients can be considered as the 

complex strengths of the pseudo sources (poles). By knowing the expansion coefficients 

the field can be reconstructed on any point where the expansion is valid. This means 

that also the surface impedance of the source can be determined which is essential for 

including the sources into the sound propagation models. 

One possibility to determine the expansion coefficients is the Nearfield Acoustical 

Holography (NAH). A goal of the NAH in the given context can be to reconstruct the 

velocity and the sound pressure of the vibrating source surface by simply measuring the 

sound pressure on a hypothetical surface at an accessible distance from the source. Be-

cause of the advantage of the closed, compact analysis surface, the NAH in spherical co-

ordinates is desirable for this analysis. The periodicity of the analysis surface removes 

the requirement of spatial windowing and introduces no low frequency limit. Further it 

provides a way to measure the source as one entity rather than at different time steps. 

This might be pivotal for transient processes. For the spherical NAH, however, it is re-

quired that the sound source is completely enclosed by the analysis surface. 

This condition can be easily fulfilled if the shape of the source is nearly spherical. The 

velocity can be calculated directly on or close to the source surface.  In engineering 
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practice, the sound sources usually have complicated shapes. For arbitrarily shaped 

sources the limitation of the minimal sphere becomes important.  

Consider the radiating body as a bounded domain , bounded by the surface 3D ⊂ Γ . 

Denote the exterior domain . For all spheres 3 \D′ = D B  with the origin inside  

completely enclosing  and accordingly not intercepting it at any point, the NAH ap-

proach is always valid and the field can be reconstructed for any point on the sphere. It 

should be mentioned that the field is represented entirely in terms of outgoing wave 

functions.  

D

D

 

Figure 1: The minimal sphere 1B  limits the validity of the sound field reconstruction. 

The sound field can be reconstructed only on the dashed white marked sur-

face segments of the sound source (grey). a) Sound field singularities occur 

in the focal area. b) The field is free of singularities. 

One century ago Rayleigh [4.2] conjectured that the representation can also be applied 

unrestricted to the interior of B . With that the wave field could also be predicted at the 

surface of any non-spherical source. At present, there is no doubt that the so called 

Rayleigh hypothesis (or Rayleigh conjecture) does not generally apply to arbitrarily 

shaped source configurations. Millar [4.3] and van den Berg [4.4] showed that the va-

lidity of the Rayleigh hypothesis depends on whether there are singularities in the wave 

field or not. Consider a minimal sphere 1B  with smaller radius than B  but the same 

origin so that all singularities of the sound field are inside 1B  as depicted in Figure 1a). 
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Everywhere outside 1B  the Rayleigh hypothesis holds. Only if 1B  is completely inside 

 as illustrated in Figure 1b) the solution of the expansion can be analytically contin-

ued to the entire source surface. Consequently the hypothesis never holds if the surface 

has edges [4.4], [4.5]. And this, however, is in general the case for practically relevant 

sources. This means, that the NAH is not applicable in engineering practice unrestrict-

edly. 

D

To overcome this problem, Wu [4.6] suggested the Helmholtz equation–least-squares 

(HELS) method. The applicability of this method was demonstrated for simply shaped 

vibrating bodies with smooth surfaces. Alternatively, the Helmholtz integral theory can 

be used to form an NAH description. This BEM-based NAH has been used successfully 

to reconstruct acoustic radiation from structures [4.8]. Wu [4.9] employed a combina-

tion of both methods in the combined Helmholtz equation–least-squares (CHELS) 

method. The outer domain between the measurement surface and the minimal sphere 

is solved with sound field reconstruction whereas the inner domain is calculated using a 

BEM-approach. For complex structures the number of nodes necessary to describe the 

acoustic field can be large, which makes the reconstruction process very time consum-

ing. 

The problem of sound field reconstruction is closely related to the handling of scatter-

ing by obstacles. In the publications on the modified Rayleigh conjecture, Ramm [4.10] 

has shown the sound field to converge overall on the surface of obstacles not fulfilling 

the Rayleigh hypothesis. With this in mind the question arises if there is an approxima-

tion of the sound field values directly on or close to the surface of arbitrary shaped vi-

brating bodies.  

Hence, focus of this work package is on investigating the influence of the singularities 

in the sound field beside the fact that the field expansion is not uniformly convergent. 

With this knowledge a method will be proposed for an approximate prediction of the 

sound field not fulfilling the Rayleigh hypothesis. In this method the expansion is 

transformed into one that converges rapidly. 

For the investigations a manageable virtual test rig is required. Such a test rig consists 

of a known source. It enables the determination of sound field parameters at any virtual 

surface surrounding the source. On that surface the sound field can be sampled. Since it 
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is known that the NAH reconstruction of the sound field is sensitive to the presence of 

noise it will be added artificially to the sampled data. In Section 2 a virtual test rig is 

developed employing the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz-Integral.  
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2 Modeling the test source 

The virtual test rig developed in this section will be used in the same configuration for 

all investigations presented within this work package. The test rig is used for simulating 

the sound pressure on the measurement grid and for the assessment of the NAH re-

sults. Using the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz-Integral (KHI), the sound pressure at any point in 

the exterior field of a source can be calculated by integrating the monopole- and dipole-

parts of any surface element of the source. For harmonic motion, the KHI is given by 

[4.11] 

 ( ) 0
0

1
4 4

ikr ikr

n
S S

i e ep x v dS p dS
r n

ωρ
π π

− −⎛ ⎞∂
= + ⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫ r

|

. (1) 

Herein  is the normal vector to the surface S of the source and n 0| Sr x x= − the dis-

tance between the surface position and the observation point 0x . 

As an appropriate geometry for the investigation a parallelepiped is chosen. The cor-

ners of the parallelepiped ensure that the condition for the validity of the Rayleigh hy-

pothesis is violated for any source intercepting the minimal sphere. Consequently, the 

minimal sphere 1B B=  encloses the vibrating body completely. For the sake of general-

ity, all lengths and dimensions refer to the x-dimension of the source. The side lengths 

are given as , 1xl = 3y xl l=  and 2 3z xl l= . For simplicity, this parallelepiped has a 

simple velocity distribution at one side and zero velocity at the other. A sinusoidal ve-

locity distribution is applied on a source surface parallel to the x-z-plane generated by 

 ( ) 0, cos cos
x z

x zv x z v
l l
π π⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞

= ⎜ ⎟ ⎜
⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

⎟ , (2) 

with  as velocity amplitude. This distribution suppresses velocity discontinuities at 

the edges. All walls of the source are assumed rigid except that one vibrating. A sketch 

of the test rig is shown in Figure 2 as a section at the equatorial plane. If the Kirchhoff-

Helmholtz-Integral given in equation (1) is to be used for calculating the sound field 

0v
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radiated from the test source, the velocity as well as the sound pressure on the surface 

of the source are required. 

 

Figure 2: a) Spherical co-ordinate system. b) Virtual test rig at a section in the equa-

torial plane. The minimal sphere with radius  is drawn dashed. minr

The pressure can be calculated by employing a discretised form of the KHI. Accord-

ingly, the source surface has to be decomposed into N surface elements . The pres-jS
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sure at the point 0x , where 0x

0 j

 is a point on the source surface, can be approximated by 

summing over all discrete surface elements as 

 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0 ,
1 1

N N

N j n j j
j j

p x A x v B x
= =

= +∑ ∑ p  (3) 

with 

 ( ) 0
0 2

j

ikr

j
S

i e
jA x

r
ωρ
π

−

= ∫ dS  (4) 

and 

 ( )0
1

2

ikr

j
S

e

j

jB x
n rπ

−⎛ ⎞∂
= ⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠

∫ dS . (5) 

This leads to a set of linear equations given by 

 ( )− =I B p Av  (6) 

where  is the identity matrix and , , p  and  are of the forms I A B v

 

( ) ( ) ( )
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( ) ( )
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1

N

p

p
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⎢ ⎥
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⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

p , 

1

N

v

v

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥=
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

v .  (7) 

For the off-diagonal elements the jA  and jB  can be calculated easily, whereas the di-

agonal elements have a singularity if the distance r between source position and obser-
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vation point becomes zero. Although there are a lot of publications on solving the sin-

gularities in the BEM-literature a simple algorithm was developed to handle the prob-

lem. The integral for the off-diagonal elements can be approximated by assuming r 

constant over the surface element as 

 0

2

ikr

j
i e

jA S
r

ωρ
π

−

=  (8) 

and 

 
1

2

jkr

j
e

jB S
n rπ

−∂
=

∂
. (9) 

In order to approximately calculate the diagonal elements of jA , the rectangular sur-

face  is replaced by a circular surface of the same area. By transforming the co-

ordinate system, the integral in equation (4) changes to 

jS

 
2

0 0

2 1
jSR ikikre dr d i e

k

π
ππϕ

−
−

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= −
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∫ ∫ , (10) 

which has no singularity. An approximate solution for the diagonal elements of jA  be-

comes 

 0 1
jSik

jA c e πρ
−⎛ ⎞

⎜= −
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

⎟ . (11) 

The error of this approximation is below 1% for encountered values of  jk S  compared 

with the exact solution of rectangular surface obtained by taking the principal value of 

the integral. 

For calculating the diagonal elements of jB  this approximation can not be employed 

due to the derivative in normal direction. The derivative can be written as 
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ikr ikre r e

n r n r r

− −∂ ∂ ∂
= ⋅

∂ ∂ ∂
 (12) 

with 

 2

1ikr
ikre ik e

r r r r

−
−∂ ⎛ ⎞= − −⎜ ⎟∂ ⎝ ⎠

. (13) 

The distance r between source position Sx  and observation point 0x  is given by 

 ( ) ( ) ( )22 2

0 0 0x x y y z zS Sr x x x x x x= − + − + − S  (14) 

and one obtains 

 ( )0 3 2

1ikr
ikr

S
e ikx x n e

n r r r

−
−∂ ⎡ ⎤= − ⋅ +⎢ ⎥∂ ⎣ ⎦

. (15) 

This expression has a singularity for 0 Sx x= . Additionally, the dot product 

 goes to zero if the observation point drops on to the surface and both 

vectors become orthogonal. 

( )0 Sb x x= − ⋅n

The analytical solution of the integral is given by 

 ( ) ( )2
3 2 2

1 1 1 Ei
2 2 2

ikr ikrik ikF r b e dr b e k ikr
r r r r

− −⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎛ ⎞= + = − − + −⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦
∫  (16) 

wherein  is the exponential integral function. The limit for a finite and symmetri-

cal integration interval [

( )Ei z

],R R−  becomes 

 ( )( )0

1 lim 0
2

R
j Rb
B F r

π −→
⎡ ⎤= =⎣ ⎦  (17) 
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if the dot product vanishes. Physically this integral term represents a dipole oriented 

perpendicular to the surface. Thus, its radiation in surface direction is zero, which cor-

roborates the analytical consideration. 

The given KHI formulations, however, does not consider the influence of the non dif-

ferentiable source surface which deteriorates the accuracy of the results. For the exact 

determination of the radiated sound field also the simple discretisation chosen should 

be improved by using triangular or quadrilateral surface elements. The comparatively 

simple formulation presented in equation (1) to (7), nevertheless, provides results accu-

rate enough for the present purpose. The detailed modelling of the source geometry is 

of subordinate relevance for comparing the radiated and the reconstructed field at dif-

ferent distances from the source surface. 

By using equation (1) in conjunction with the known sound pressure and velocity dis-

tributions on the surface of the source, the pressure can be calculated at each field point 

outside the source. With this, on the one hand, a virtual measurement grid of sound 

pressure values can be generated. On the other hand, pressure and velocity values at 

arbitrary points can be used for assessing the validity of the NAH reconstruction. The 

main advantage of the KHI results is that these are not restricted by a minimal sphere 

limit like NAH. 
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3 Reconstruction of an acoustic field 

In the following the reconstruction procedure for the acoustic field is developed. At first 

the formulae describing a spherical wave field are adopted to obtain the fundamentals 

of the Nearfield Acoustical Holography. Consider the sound radiation from an arbitrar-

ily shaped sound source which satisfies the Helmholtz equation 

 ( )2 2 0k p∇ + =  (18) 

in an unbounded fluid with sound speed  and density c 0ρ . The time dependence j te ω  

is suppressed for brevity and the spherical co-ordinates are indicated in Figure 2a). By 

considering only outgoing waves, the sound pressure on a sphere with the radius  can 

obtained as [4.1] 

r

 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
2

02
0 0

, , ,
N n

n m
mn n

n m n n

h kr
p r P r Y

h kr
θ φ

= =−

=∑ ∑ θ φ  (19) 

and the velocity accordingly as 

 ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( )
2

02
0 -0 0

1, , ,
N n

n m
mn n

n m n n

h kr
v r P r Y

i c h kr
θ φ θ φ

ρ = =

′
= ∑ ∑ . (20) 

The wave field is expanded in terms of a finite series of spherical harmonics 

 ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )2 1 !

,
4 !
+ −

=
+

m
n

n n m
Y P

n m
cosm im

n e φθ φ θ
π

, (21) 

where ( )m
nP x  are the associated Legendre functions augmented by an orthonormalisa-

tion factor. The spherical Hankel functions of second kind ( ) ( )2
nh r  represent the out-

ward radial propagation.  is its derivative with respect to the argument. The 

series in (19) and (20) are truncated after 

( ) ( )2
nh r′

( 21N )+  expansion terms. When the source 
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strength ( )0mnP r  is known, the sound pressure ( )p α  as well as the particle velocity 

( )v α  with Dα ′∈  can be determined at every point α  in the three-dimensional sound 

field outside the source as well as on any point of the source surface as long as α  lies 

outside the minimal sphere 1B . 

For determining the source strength ( )0mnP r  the sound field has to be decomposed in 

its spherical wave components. For a known pressure distribution on a sphere of radius 

 the procedure can be written as 0r

 ( ) ( ) ( )*0 0 , , ,m
mn nP r p r Y dθ φ θ φ= Ω∫  (22) 

where (  indicates the complex conjugate and )* sind d dθ θ φΩ =  is an angular ele-

ment. If the sound pressure around the source is sampled at discrete positions the 

equation has to be discretised. 

Alternatively, the wave components coefficients ( )0mnP r  can be determined by solving a 

system of linear equations. By omitting the radial transform which is already included 

in the back transformation, equation (19) is modified to 

 ( ) ( ) (, , ,
N n

m
mn n

n m n

p r P r Y )
0

θ φ
= =−

=∑ ∑ θ φ . (23) 

By merging the indices to  and neglecting the -dependence,  

converts to 

2 1i n n m= + + + r ( )mnP r

iψ . For the angular position ( ), ,r θ φ  substituted by α  the equation simpli-

fies to 

 ( ) ( )
1

I

i i
i

p Yα ψ α
=

=∑  (24) 

with . For a number of  grid points at ( 21I N= + ) JJ , 1j jα = …  the equation can be 

written in matrix form 
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( )

( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

1 1 1 1

1

J 1

J I I J

p Y Y

p Y Y I

α α α ψ

α α α
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ψ

⎡ ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⋅ ⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦

 (25) 

or short 

 ⋅p = Y ψ . (26) 

The wave expansion coefficients  are determined by least square fitting the equation 

(26) to the data  determined e.g. from the test set up. The least square fit is applicable 

if the equation is over-determined or quadratic. Otherwise equation (26) has to be 

solved by singular value decomposition (SVD).  

ψ

p

 

Table 1: First 16 NAH expansion coefficients calculated with either integral method or 

least square method ( 12N = , 4xkl = ). 

n m Integral (eq. (22)) Least Square (eq. (26)) 

0 0 72,106 + 1,548i 72,069 + 1,548i 

1 -1 0,315 + 15,914i 0,315 + 15,914i 

1 0 0,002 - 0,012i 0 

1 1 0,315 + 15,913i 0,315 + 15,914i 

2 -2 -0,516 + 0,0248i -0,516 + 0,0248i 

2 -1 -0,001  0 

2 0 -0,712 - 0,038i -0,637 - 0,004i 

2 1 0,001 + 0,001i 0 

2 2 -0,516 + 0,024i -0,516 + 0,024i 

3 -3 0,002 + 0,073i 0,002 + 0,073i 

3 -2 0 0 

3 -1 0,001 - 0,004i 0 - 0,003i 

3 0 -0,013 + 0,012i 0 

3 1 -0,002 - 0,002i 0 - 0,003i 

3 2 0 0 

3 3 0,002 + 0,073i 0,002 + 0,073i 
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Table 1 shows the first 16 coefficients ( )1 7mn xP r l=  for the test set-up calculated with 

either the integral formula (22) or the least square method (26). The configuration of 

the set up is detailed in Section 2. By comparing the results it can be seen that both 

methods deliver essentially the same results for the significant source components. This 

trend does not change also if the input data are distorted by adding random noise up to 

an SNR of 40 dB. For the investigations presented, the least square method has been 

employed. 

It is worth noticing that the design of the sample grid determines the upper frequency 

limit of the NAH procedure. Commonly, the sound field is sampled at the crossings of a 

uniform longitude-latitude grid. The main disadvantage of this design is that the lattice 

points lie much denser near the poles than in the equatorial region. Especially for a 

limited number of microphones, such a point distribution is not suitable for the NAH 

application, bearing in mind that the number of sampling points defines an upper limit 

of the useful frequency range. In Ref. [4.12] an algorithm is presented to compute op-

timal facility locations on the unit sphere with high accuracy and an appropriate algo-

rithm to calculate the corresponding weighting factors for application in equation (22). 

The algorithm aims at a minimisation of the maximum distance between adjacent grid 

points. The result of this procedure is a grid of sampling points with a better utilisation 

of the number of microphones available which increases the upper frequency limit by a 

factor of two [4.13], [4.14]. 
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4 Shrinking of the reconstruction surface 

The results of the NAH-reconstructed sound field, calculated from KHI-generated vir-

tual measurements and the KHI-sound field results agree as long as 

( ) ( ) ( )22
2 2 2x y zr l l l> + + 22 . Fulfilling this condition, the field is reconstructed 

outside the minimal sphere 1B . Figure 3 shows the results. For the calculation the pres-

sure values are measured at 144 equally spaced microphone positions on a spherical 

surface of radius 1 7 xr l=  and the sound field is reconstructed on radius 2 2 3xr l=  (see 

Figure 2). 

 

Figure 3: Reconstructed sound pressure (····) along a circle at the equator ( / 2θ π= ) 

of radius  compared with the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz-Integral (—) re-

sult. (

2 mir r> n

4xkl = , , 2 0.66 xr l= 12N = ) 
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If the condition for the Rayleigh hypothesis is violated by intercepting the test source at 

its edges with a reconstruction surface of radius ( ) ( ) ( )22 2
3 2 2x y zr l l l< + + 2

l

 an 

oscillation effect can be observed. As depicted in Figure 4 for 3 0.46 xr = , the curve of 

the reconstructed field starts to oscillate around the true value. This oscillation be-

comes more significant, for smaller radii of the reconstruction surface. As expected, the 

solution does not converge if there are singularities in the field between measurement 

surface and reconstruction surface.  

 

Figure 4: Comparison of sound pressures reconstructed from NAH (····) with actual 

values (KHI) (—) on 3 mir r n< . Intercepted parts are marked grey. ( , 

, ) 

4xkl =

3 0.46 xr l= 12N =

This is also consistent with Ref. [4.15]. There it is shown that the partial wave expan-

sion as given in equation (19) diverges for any point inside 1B . Although it is inherently 

impossible to obtain accurate local information (point values), as is evident from Figure 
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4, the solution contains the features of the global behavior. This corresponds to the 

propositions made in Ref. [4.10] regarding scattering. It is shown that the velocity re-

construction converges at least overall but not pointwise on the source surface for any 

obstacle shape. 

Granted that there is a possibility to extract information about the field also from the 

non convergent description, the solution in the region inside 1B  can be improved at 

least for limited interceptions. If the non-convergent series, which in fact contains 

enough information about the true field, can be converted to a convergent series retain-

ing the same information, the global information can be extracted such that the field 

can be reconstructed for any point. 

In its broadest sense the convergence problem described is analogous to Gibbs phe-

nomenon. Although the cause of Gibbs phenomenon is different, the problem resulting 

in the jump discontinuities is comparable to the NAH singularity problem. Thus it is 

expected that a resolution of the Gibbs phenomenon can be applied successfully also for 

the present problem. Such a resolution for problems in spherical co-ordinates is pre-

sented in Refs. [4.16] and [4.17]. It is based on converting the underlying regular 

Sturm-Liouville problem to a singular Sturm-Liouville problem, which converges rap-

idly. Assuming that the first (  coefficients of the spherical wave expansion can 

provide enough information to reconstruct the coefficients of an expansion based on a 

singular Sturm-Liouville problem, the prediction might be improved. This can be done 

by constructing a Gegenbauer expansion based on the known first few spherical har-

monic coefficients. The convergence of the Gegenbauer series has been shown to be 

exponentially converging on any subinterval for which the function described by the 

harmonic coefficients is analytic [4.18]. The latter condition is fulfilled at least if one 

handles those sub-areas separately where the intercepting reconstruction surface is 

outside the source and which do not include singularities. A detailed mathematical 

proof is given elsewhere [4.16], [4.17] and will not be part of this paper. In the expan-

sion, the Gegenbauer polynomials [4.19] 

)21N +

( ) ( )nC xα  for 0α ≥  are orthogonal within the 

interval [ ]1,1−  with the weighting function ( ) 1 221 x
α−

− . The goal is to recover the sound 

pressure ( ,p )θ φ  for φ  in the subinterval [ ] [ ]1 2, 0, 2φ φ ⊂ π  and a fixed [ ]0,constθ π∈ . 

Adapted to the spherical problem, the Gegenbauer partial sum is defined by 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
0

,
m

m const l
l

p α α l C αθ φ γ
=

=∑ ξ

)

. (27) 

For a pressure distribution ( ,Np θ φ , calculated using equation (19) up to the order 

, the first  Gegenbauer coefficients are obtained from N < ∞ m

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

2 21 1 l N constl C p
αα α

α
1

,
l

dγ ξ ξ εξ δ θ
−

= − +
Ψ ∫ ξ

−

 (28) 

with the normalisation constants 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )

1
2

1 2
1n nC n

αα α
π

α α
Γ +

Ψ =
Γ +

 (29) 

and 0  and m N≤ ≤ 0 Nα≤ ≤ . The parameters α  and  should be optimized to re-

duce the error of the procedure. Details about the optimisation process are published 

elsewhere [4.16]. In the investigations presented the parameters have been set to 

m

4m Nα= =  according to Ref. [4.16]. Note, that the result of the Gegenbauer expan-

sion ( )
mp
α  is the new sound pressure field. 

The angle φ  in the subinterval [ ]1 2,φ φ  has been transformed to ξ  in [ ]1,1− . The rela-

tion between the local variable ξ  and the angle φ  with 1 2φ φ<  is defined by 

 ( ) φ δξ φ
ε
−

=  (30) 

with 

 2

2
1φ φε −

=  (31) 

and 

 2

2
1φ φδ +

= . (32) 
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The same scheme can be applied for θ  in lateral direction for constant φ . Fully analo-

gous, the velocity field ( ,Nv )θ φ  can be treated. The process is repeated for each closed 

subset of the reconstruction surface outside the source and free of singularities. Conse-

quently, each subset gets its own set of Gegenbauer coefficients. It is worth mentioning 

that the procedure described is computationally reliable also when  is small. N
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5 Numerical example 

Consider the radiation problem outlined in Section 2. The task is to reconstruct the 

acoustic field variables at points close to or on the source surface, starting from meas-

urements of the sound pressure on a spherical measurement grid of radius . For 

a parallelepiped with a sinusoidal velocity distribution on one x-z-surface as described, 

the radiated sound pressure at the grid is calculated using the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz-

Integral. 

1 7 xr l=

 

Figure 5: Comparison of sound pressures reconstructed from NAH with Gegenbauer 

correction (---) and without (····) with actual values (KHI) (—) on . 

Intercepted parts are marked grey. (

3 mir r< n

4xkl = , 3 0.46 xr l= , ) 12N =

For points on a closed subset of the reconstruction surface inside the minimal sphere 

but outside the source, the reconstruction has been performed in the following steps: 
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Step 1: The sound field is expanded in a truncated series of  spherical har-

monic wave components. For the results shown in the following, the so-

lution of the system of linear equations as described in equation (26) 

was used. An equally spaced measurement grid as described in Ref. 

[4.12] is used. 

N

Step 2: By using equations (19) or (20) the sound field variables are recon-

structed on a circular arc of radius  and fixed longitude or latitude re-

spectively. The curve described by the arc must not intercept the source 

at any point. No singularities are on the curve. 

r

Step 3: The dependent angle on the latitude or longitude interval is transformed 

to an interval [  using equations (30) to (32). ]

)

1,1−

Step 4: The ( ,Np θ φ  or ( ),Nv θ φ  are expanded as truncated series of 

Gegenbauer polynomials. The resulting series converges exponentially. 

The results shown in Figure 5 are calculated for the test rig sketched in Figure 2. The 

reconstructed sound pressure is depicted for a circle at the equatorial plane of radius 

. Due to the interception, the Gegenbauer polynomial expansion is under-

taken for two subintervals. To avoid any influence of symmetries of the test rig, in 

Figure 6 the results are also presented for a plane at slightly elevated latitude. As can be 

seen, the results are comparable to those of Figure 5. The curves show that the addi-

tional Gegenbauer polynomial expansion approximation eliminates the oscillation in 

each subinterval. With a maximum order of spherical wave components of , o

3 Gegenbauer coefficients are used for the approximation. The deviation of the ap-

proximation at the ends of each subinterval depends on the number of coefficients 

used. It is expected that a higher number of coefficients will improve the accuracy of the 

approximation. This improvement can be seen in Figure 7 for 

3 0.46 xr = l

nly 12N =

16N = , which allows the 

use of 4 Gegenbauer coefficients. Hence, the approximation becomes more and more 

accurate the higher the number of useful wave components. It is worth noticing that by 

increasing the frequency as additionally shown in Figure 7, the oscillation effect dimin-

ishes. For the results shown in Figure 8 the measurement data for a set-up as used 

above are distorted by adding of random noise, with a signal-noise-ratio of 40 dB. This 

leads to a mathematically ill posed problem. To get stable results, thus, the maximum 

order of wave components has to be reduced to 9N = . Again, 4 Gegenbauer coeffi-
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cients are used. By considering these constraints it is assumed that the least square fit

used for determining the expansion coefficie

 

nts as well as the Gegenbauer expansion 

are appropriate under practical conditions. 

 

Comparison of sound pressures reconstructed from NAH with Gege r 

correction (---) and without (····) with actual s ( n . 

Figure 6: nbaue

 value KHI) (—) o n

Intercepted parts are marked grey. (

 3 mir r<

4xkl = , 3 0.46 xr l= , 12N = , 

/ 2 0.1θ π= + ) 
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Figure 7: Comparison of sound pressures reconstructed from NAH with Gegenbauer 

correction (---) and without (····) with actual values (KHI) (—) on . 

Results are shown for an enlarged wave number range and a high number 

of wave components included. Intercepted parts are marked grey. ( , 

, ) 

3 mir r< n

8xkl =

3 0.46 xr l= 16N =
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Figure 8: Comparison of sound pressures reconstructed from NAH with Gegenbauer 

correction (---) and without (····) with actual values (KHI) (—) on . 

Noise is added to the input data with a SNR of 40 dB. Intercepted parts are 

marked grey. ( , 

3 mir r< n

8xkl = 3 0.46 xr l= , 9N = ) 
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6 Concluding remarks 

A method is proposed to overcome the problems arising from singularities in conjunc-

tion with NAH sound field reconstruction in spherical co-ordinates. The occurrence of 

the singularities depends on the shape of the vibrating body and leads to a non-

convergent solution of the field expansion. An oscillation of the reconstructed sound 

field variable around the true value arises. It is shown, however, that the incomplete 

solution contains enough information to recover the sound field approximately. By us-

ing a truncated series of Gegenbauer polynomials, the non-convergent spherical har-

monic expansion from the NAH solution can be transformed to a rapidly convergent 

series. The oscillation is ‘filtered’ and the global information is used for an approximate 

reconstruction of the field over partial surfaces. 

Based on the numerical analysis undertaken, it is argued that the method proposed is 

limited to high interception ratios. The interception ratio is defined as the ratio of re-

construction surface outside the source to the overall surface of the reconstruction 

sphere. This means that the method may fail when the interception ratio becomes too 

small. An improved prediction at the limits of each sub interval of the Gegenbauer ex-

pansion can be achieved with an increased number of wave components  included. 

An optimisation of  seems to be necessary as well as an investigation of the mini-

mum interception ratio. All these limitations are frequency dependent and depend also 

on the character of the underlying radiation problem. For engineering practice, one can 

speculate that the smoother the source shape and the field distribution the less likely is 

the presence of singularities and the more accurate is the reconstruction as well as the 

approximation. 

N

N
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 Concluding remarks 

In the study presented different aspects are investigated of sound propagation inside a 

partially open enclosure densely packed with active and passive installations. Primarily 

the work is aimed at predicting the sound field at the interfaces of the enclosure to the 

adjacent fluid space to ensure a subsequent modelling of sound radiated from the sys-

tem. The prediction procedure is subdivided into the description of the sound sources 

inside the enclosure and the prediction of the transfer impedance linking the sound 

sources to the sound field at the interface to the adjacent fluid. 

Depending on the relation between wavelength and the geometrical dimension of the 

system the sound field structure inside the enclosure is found to vary markedly with 

frequency. Consequently, three distinct frequency ranges are distinguished: At low fre-

quencies the field is quasi statically and can be described as lumped system. It is shown 

that the acoustic behaviour is mainly affected by the free fluid volume and the mass 

plugs at the openings. At intermediate frequencies a modal behaviour arises. Distinct 

eigenfrequencies occur. At high frequencies the modal density rises and the field is in-

creasingly diffuse. Statistical analysis tools like SEA become applicable. 

The SEA modelling, which presumes diffuse field conditions, is supplemented by an 

approach including the influence of source and receiver positions close to boundaries or 

field discontinuities. Therefore a correction based on spherical Bessel functions is in-

cluded in the SEA. This correction considers the first order reflections by including the 

corresponding image sources. It is also shown that this approach is applicable for struc-

ture-borne sound on a simply supported plate. By using the first order image source 

correction the results of the SEA modelling are substantially improved compared to an 

elementary SEA calculation. 

From testing the applicability of common analysis tools it is shown a lack of appropri-

ate analysis tools for the intermediate frequency range, which also provide information 

about the reliability of the analysis results. Two novel approaches are presented to pre-

dict the sound field in a frequency region of low modal density. The approaches are 

based on probabilistic descriptions of the system geometry, which appear promising 

with regard to the engineering practice. 

It is shown that the “spine” of the acoustical behaviour can be extracted by either mod-

elling the remaining free fluid space or the installations inside the enclosure. Although 
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the validity limitations of the approaches presented are different, both approaches pro-

duce similar results in the frequency region where the modal behaviour first occurs. At 

those frequencies, consistently, a local maximum in the “spine” curve is observed. The 

phase of the transfer impedance is shown to be dependent only on the shortest distance 

between source and receiver position. 

Strategies are presented for integrating the sound sources into the modelling. It is re-

vealed, that beside the fact that the position of the source is relevant in the statistical 

range at high frequencies, the correlation between different sources inside the enclo-

sure is not negligible. For the coupling between source characterisation and sound 

propagation it is suggested to use a decomposition of complex shaped sound sources 

into multipoles of different order. The decomposition in terms of spherical Nearfield 

Holography (NAH), however, is found to be limited to simple, nearly spherical, source 

geometries. For complex shaped sound sources, not fulfilling the validity conditions of 

the Rayleigh hypothesis a method using a truncated series of Gegenbauer polynomials 

is proposed to overcome the problems arising from singularities in the sound field. 

Different investigations are used to assess the validity as well as the applicability of the 

approaches presented. The findings on the salient physics are verified by comparing 

analytical results with those of a dedicated experiment. The validity of the simplifica-

tions is demonstrated by comparing the results with those measured in an engine com-

partment of a passenger car. Consistently, the same salient physical behaviour is re-

vealed for the simplified model and the full-scale assembly. The validity and applicabil-

ity of the probabilistic approaches describing the sound field at intermediate frequen-

cies is demonstrated by comparing the results with those from a numerical calculation 

using FEM. 

In the work presented, a set of tools is offered, which is aimed mainly at the require-

ments of the design engineer for calculating the sound field parameter and, in addition, 

predicting the reliability of the results. All tools used were selected or designed with a 

view towards a minimal calculation effort.
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